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ABSTRACT

The intent of this thesis proj ect is to thoroughly analyze the effects of the transatlantic
transfer of B ritish steam engine machinery to the United States during the Antebellum and
Gilded Ages. The American assimilation of B ritish steam engine technology sustained
improvements in industrial production, commerce, and transportation. In the process,
transforming the work habits of native-born Americans and recent European immigrants
by creating the need for a more mobile labor force while leading to the first urban
proletariat in American society
The transatlantic transfer of textile machine technology disseminated to America from
England, during the Republic, had initiated the movement from a predominantly agrarian
to and industrial society However, despite this fact, American improvements in the
application of British steam engine technology perpetuated urban industrialization and
westward expansion during the Antebellum and Gilded Ages. Meeting the needs of
developing urban industrial centers meant being able to supply a more mobile and diverse
labor force Industrial capitalists would be able to accomplish this task by totally control
the means of production through the utilization of steam power in the manufacturing and
transportation processes. This newly created labor force would not only include the
exploitation of lower class native-born Americans, individuals from various ethnic and
cultural backgrounds, but would also include women and children as well.

Therefore, the primary focus of this thesis project will be to examine how the
incorporation of American steam engine machinery in agriculture, industry, and
transportation recreated American society during the Antebellum and Gilded Ages
Specifically analyzing the interaction between steam technology, labor, and the social and
cultural institutions effected by its various applications. Each of these particular factors, in
turn, had a profound effect on members of the labor class, and recent European
immigrants, exposed to the utilization of steam machinery on a more frequent basis.
The American transformation of B ritish steam technology would not only create a
more mobile labor force needed for industrial expansion, but also modify the
organizational structure and function of the corporate bureaucracies that controlled labor.
This particular organizational feature would be further refined with the advent of the
steam locomotive connecting urban industrial and rural regions throughout the United
States during the Gilded Age.

II

introduction

There is little doubt that the impact of steam engine technology could not have been
more important to British and American urban industrialization during the Antebellum and
Gilded Ages Prior to its inception, man depended on human, animal muscle or power
generated by wind or water. By converting the heat energy in steam to a mechanical
motion, the steam engine was the world' s first primary source of mechanical motive
power. The steam engine would become the worl d ' s first primary machine, a machine that
could power other machines.
Unlike the water wheel that required running water or the windmill that needed a good
breeze, the steam engine could be placed almost anywhere and could be used at any time.
The steam engine could utilize almost any source of heat and could be fueled by anything
that would burn. It was easily adaptable because it delivered full rate torque at any speed
from rest to full throttle; exact speeds could be maintained; and speeds could be varied by
the operator
This technological miracle played a significant part in the acceleration of
industrialization in Great B ritain and the United States. In the early stages of
industrialization Great B ritain possessed several advantages over their European
counterparts and the United States. Great Britain had an established social structure that
was both flexible and dynamic. This pariicular factor meant that there were readily
established commercial and i ndustrial capitalists with a progressive ideology. Many of
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these progressive ideologies were founded on the mechanical scientifi c theories of Newton
and the political theory of John Locke. Those associated with these group s were also
conscious of pressing social needs, specifically the shortage of fuel that could only be
overcome by converting charcoal. This process was especially true in the British iron
industry
The history of American industrialization can be divided into three distinct periods on
the basis of its power sources : water, steam, and electricity. Each of these forms of power
generation dictated the size, location and form, of industry. However, it was through the
diffusion of B ritish steam technology to America that the United States would surpass
England as an industrial power. The Americanization of steam technology in urban
industrial and transportation transformed each sector of society. The varied application of
steam technology during the Antebellum and Gilded Age accelerated Western expansion
and helped create the nations first urban proletariat .
Its enormous flexibility permitted it to be used in pumping plants, coal mines, as well as
providing factories with a source of heat and motive power. Utilizing shafts and pulleys,
the power could be transmitted to dozens of machines, making it ideally suited for
machine shops, textile and sawmills. Its high torque and dependability also made it ideal
for propelling steamboats and locomotives that made possible an expansive rail system in
America. As the nineteenth century progressed it was used to drive air compressors,
refrigeration units, and electrical generators.
zv

The steam engine remained the world' s primary source of motive power until well into
the twentieth century, when it was gradually replaced by internal combustion and diesel
engines Many steam engines are still in use today. B ecause of the steam engine' s ability
to burn wood, a renewable energy resource, and its relatively low impact on the
environment, some individuals believe that the use of the steam engine will continue to
grow in years to come

v

I.

The Application of Steam Technology Prior to British Industrialization.

The Aeolipile

Although the history of the stationary steam engine began in the eighteenth century, it
had a long prehistory. Experiments in the Hellenic period by Hero of Alexandria proj ected
steam reaction turbines. Hero, a Greek mathematician and physicist invented a device that
he called the aeolipile (Figure 1 ). It demonstrated that energy derived from heat could be
utilized to perform work.
Hero' s invention consisted of a metal globe mounted between two tubes that proj ected
upward from a steam boiler. The bent upper ends of the tubes went into holes on each
side of the globe. These fixtures not only supported the globe, but also provided a means
for the steam to travel to the device from the boiler. Bent nozzles were attached to
opposite sides of the globe and as steam escaped through them, causing the globe to
rotate. This was the earliest form of steam engine technology. Unfortunately, Hero never
applied this device to any practical use. It was not until the Scientific Revolution that the
works of Bacon, Galileo, and Newton in the seventeenth century that the fundamental
principles of steam power were systematically explored.

1

Seventeenth Century Steam Engine Inventors

With Galileo ' s theory that the action of any machine could be understood as that of
one or more levers, and the pressure that the atmosphere exerts on everything at sea-level,
the possibility emerged of harnessing air pressure to some type of mechanical device.
Buchanan and Watkins ( 1 976) suggests that Robert Boyle's study of the expansion of
gasses, as well as the work of Von Guericke on the effects of a vacuum system, carried
the process much further in the last half of t he seventeenth century. The problem of lifting
water by pump led to the development of the vacuum pump by Von Guericke in 1 654.
Von Guericke apparatus included what was essentially a piston moving in a vertical
cylinder (Figure 2). However, the problem remained of creating a vacuum under the
piston in such a way that it could be used to work under the pressure of the atmosphere.
French historians have suggested that Denis Papin invented the first working steam
engine and solved Von Guericke mechanical problems. However, according to Buchanan
and Watkins ( 1 97 6), in 1 69 1 , Papin suggested to Von Guericke that baling water could be
introduced in the cylinder (Figure 3 ) . Papin theorized that this would allow the steam to
condense, forming a partial vacuum. Prior to his suggestion to Van Guericke, Papin had
developed a safety valve for a pressure cooker. Papin had continued to experiment with
pressure vessels and built several piston pumps. The first of these piston pumps had been
driven by gunpowder and later with steam. Papin conceived the idea of building a cylinder
engine in which the piton was driven entirely by steam. However, Papin never really fully
developed a design for a working steam engine until the early l 700 ' s. During this
2

pa11icular p eriod, P apin launched a model of the first steam powered vessel on the Fulda
River
The knowledge of Von Guericke and Papi n ' s success soon festered an international
movement Italian, German, and French scientists began taking part in the development of
steam technology However, British inventors provided a new conception of the universal
principals originally produced by Newton. By the end of the seventeenth century the
minimum scientific knowledge essential for the creation of a viable steam engine had
become a reality.

II. 'Fechnical Innovations in Steam Engh1e Technology and British Industrialization.

During British industrialization, the first sustained period of technological change, it
was an era in which technological change would become the norm rather than the
exception. Entrepreneurs setting up new business ventures for the first time had to
assume that others would be competing against them with b etter techniques, and
technology, therefore they too had to consider making continual improvements. In such
an environment, they would have to have structured principles for steadily improving their
process of production Landes ( 1 969), suggests that throughout the various developing
sectors of manufacturing and production it was the eventual substitution of machine
technology as a source of motive power that perpetuated British industrialization.
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Thus, for British industrialization, as well as American, the prevailing paradigm in
production and manufacturing would come from mechanization and continuous
innovation. The skills required were a new combination of competence of the pre
industrial era specially millwrights, smiths, and clock makers. The notion that machine
technology represented a standard solution to the technological problems facing potential
manufacturers was evident throughout much of this era. According to Veblen ( 1 961), by
the nineteenth century people had learned to think in terms in which the technological
processes was an action, and the latter meant the actions of a mechanical engineer.
However, the predominance of machine technology can be directly C')rrelated to other
technological changes that occurred during British industrialization.
One particular important change that occurred was the substitution of inanimate for
animate sources of power. This particular transformation involved the introduction of
steam engine technology for converting heat into work. Thus, in the process, opening to
man a new and almost seemingly inexhau stible supply of energy. The steam engine,
originally stationary, and later used for locomotive purposes, was arguably the greatest
technological achievement of the early stages of British industrialization. First developed
for pumping its most important initial application would be pumping water out of British
coalmines.
The early machinery was in fact originally developed for b eing driven by other sources
of power, typically animate or water power. According to Von Tunzelmann ( 1 987), the
application of steam power to driving machinery permitted continuous mechanization with
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little if any increase in povver costs. For mining coal, however, the adoption of steam
engine technology was extremely relevant to the technological paradigm. The
employment of steam engine technology represented the standard technological solution
to the problems encountered by the British mining industry. Flinn ( 1 9 84) submits that the
use of steam engine technology in the Briti sh mining industry was the most important
factor permitting rapid growth of coal production, thus spurring industrialization.

Thomas Sa very and His Steam Pump

Subsequent technological development of steam engine machinery, however, had to
look elsewhere, to the engine designs of Thomas Savery and James Watt's. According to
Von Tunzelmann ( 1 995), this was because coalmines had no great incentive to improve
the fuel efficiency of the steam engines already empl oyed . The mines also had large
supplies of otherwise unassailable small coal pieces on hand. One of the early applications
of improved steam engine technology was to copper mining in Cornwall, England, where
coal was more expensive. It was improvements in steam engine technology in places such
as Cornwall, that was eventually adopted in other European countries that also suffered
from inadequate supplies of coal .
Savery' s engine innovations had made significant strides from those of Von Guericke
and Papin. However, several attempts to solve the problem of removing coal from the
mines through the application of steam engine technology proved to be unsuccessful . The
first attempt was made by Thomas Savery. Buchanan and Watkins ( 1 976), suggested in
5

1695 Savery designed and introduces a new pump that he called the "Miner's Friend."
Rather than utilizing Pu pin' s vacuum pump principles, S avery abandoned the use of a
piston and forced steam into a receiver that was part of a tube extending down into the
water (Figure 4) Savery' s invention was intended to permit miners in Cornwall the ability
to clear their mines of water.
Although S avery ' s design was essentially viable, the available metals would simply not
withstand the high steam pressure and often burst The situation was compounded by the
steam heat that melted the solder used to hold the metal j oints together Savery' s most
impo11ant contribution to the development of steam technology was the use of a separate
boiler to produce steam Pa11s of Savery' s structure were encased in brick to provide
added stability.
Savery ' s invention was intended to permit miners in Cornwall the agility to clear their
mines of water. Su very had a great deal of experience from his own ventures in the
operation and promotion of coal mining in Cornwall and Tyneside, England He was also
very familiar with the problems of deep tin mining However, a pumping engine using
coal as a fuel was even more appropriate in developing the coalfields of the N orth and
Eastern B ritish countryside.
S avery's pumping engine failed, however, due primarily too poor design. His steam
engine was not really an engine at all because it contained no moving parts except valves.
The machine that S avery had designed presented several working difficulties to those
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individuals both operating and working in the British mines First, the use of steam to
expel cold water from the mines proved to be extremely wasteful of heat S econd, the
processes that was required to produce high pressure steam in such confined areas within
the mines could not be maintained in the boilers Savery had constructed
Despite this failure, S avery's invention marked an important transition from primitive
steam technology to real steam engine technology. The success of S avery ' s establishment
of patent rights, and in publicizing the idea of utilizing steam engine technology in an
industrial setting, clearly shows the convergence of social needs and social resources
within a society responsive to technological innovations. This was especially true if they
increased the means of production and proved to be profitable to venture capitalists
The cycle was then repeated, with the steam valve and inj ection cock being opened and
closed by a plug rod hung from the beam. Hill ( 1 984) submits that the Dudley Castle
engine had a cylinder of nineteen inches in diameter and made a stroke of approximately
six feet at each stroke it raised ten gallons of water fifty yards. Newcomen' s engine
design proved thoroughly reliable and remained virtually unaltered for almost half a
century. This was a tribute to Newcomen' s invention, and could not be exploited except
by arrangement with his partner Savery

'J'homas Newcomen 's Steam Engine

Strangely, it was the failures experienced by Savery's insufficient engine design that
would bring success to another man : his eventual partner, who had been working on a
similar problem. Impelled by the pressing needs of the Cornish mines for power pumping,
7

N ewcomen pursued his steam engine experiments for almost fifteen years . According to
Law ( 1965), it was near Dudley Castle in Staffordshire, England, in 17 12 that Newcomen
and Calley erected the first steam engine (Figure 5). N ewsomen designed a vertical
cylinder open at the top that would be supplied with steam from a boiler beneath. The
piston, packed with leather and sealed with a layer of water on top, was hung by a chain
from the arch head of a rocking beam. From the other end of the beam the pump rods
were suspended. When steam slightly above the atmospheric pressure was admitted into
the cylinder, the piston, was drawn up by the weight of the pump rods. Any air or water
would be removed from the cylinder through water sealed valves After the steam valve
was closed, the steam in the cylinder was rapidly condensed by cold water. The
unbalanced atmospheric pressure drove the piston down raising the pump rods producing
the working stroke.
The particular capitalist environment in which Thomas N ewcomen produced the
machine was to be the first real steam engine Von Tunzelmann ( 1978) suggests that the
first of its type had been constructed in 17 12, with the help of John Calley. Calley was a
friend of N ewcomen' s, a glazier and plumber by trade, who had considerable experience
working in the coalfi e lds of Cornwall. Newcomen and Calley continued to refi n e the
version of the original engine's construction, improving its efficiency and ironing out
problems. One of the improvements was that of replacing the manual operation of the
valves in the early models the valves were triggered by a rod connected to a main beam.
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The valves controlled the intake of steam while the inj ection of a spray of water to
condensate the steam was inj ected.
In 1 7 1 2, Thomas S avery had succeeded in maintaining his patent rights to license
steam engine construction in Great Britain. This particular factor compelled Newcomen
to continue to work in direct partnership with S avery. Many of the engines produced by
this partnership were first utilized in the coalmines of Cornwall, refined and then applied in
other settings This primarily because coal mining in the Cornwall region presented the
most urgent need for an efficient pumping engine, and the fact that the engine was heavy
on coal consumption. However, this also presented a problem because of the engines
heavy coal consumption there was little incentive to use the engine in locations where coal
was expensive. The need for b etter coal mine pumps was of particular importance in the
North and Eastern coal fields, primarily due to other links to the London markets.
According to Rolt and Allen ( 1977) other mining industries such as the metallic mines of
Cornwall also installed several types of Newcomen Steam Engines. However, the high
cost of fuel consumption remained a considerable discouragement in these areas until
further improvements in engine efficiency was made in the last quarter of the eighteenth
century. Yet despite this fact, other industries built Newcomen engines to accompany
their water wheels. Buchunan and Watkins ( 1976), suggest that this was especially true in
the brass works industry in Warmley, England. The valve of the Newcomen engine as a
water-raising pump for public water works was also soon recognized. One of the first
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installations of Newcomen' s engine in water works came in 1726 in the operation and
construction of the York Buildings (Figure 6)
The York Building engine attracted a lot of attention from the European community
Many visitors came to marvel at the engine's power, throughout England and various parts
of Europe popularity of the Newcomen machine spread . During the same year that the
water works engine was installed in the York Buildings, France purchased its first
Newcomen engine for pumping the S eine River. Following the purchase by France,
similar Newcomen engines were erected in Hungry, Austria, and Sweden, each applied to
extensive water works proj ects.
The York Buildings was one of the primary waterworks stations that supplied London
with water from the Thames River. Despite the successful partnership between Savery
and N ewcomen the York Buildings pump proved to also have its inefficiencies In order
to have pumped water from the mines of Cornwall, Savery' s method involved installing a
series of pumps below the ground at set vertical intervals Each vertical interval would be
over fifty feet, a system that proved to be impractical for the York Buildings. The system
was not only impractical for the York Buildings. The system was not only impractical, but
was also extremely costly and dangerous to those tending to its operation. Rolt and Allen
( 1977), suggest that Savery never fit ted his steam boilers with any form of safety valve. In
the process, increasing the danger of the engines function in various industrial settings
The improvements to S avery and Newcomen's engine designs can be correlated to those
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of Papin, who first applied a safety design However, by this particular point in steam
engine development the atmospheric engine was becoming obsolete for James Watt had
already designed the separate condenser, one of the greatest single improvement to steam
engine technology.
Considerable interest remained in the Newcomen type engines and would spread from
Europe to the United States. Buchanan and Watkins ( 1 976), suggest that many of the
central European engines utilized in pumping, and industrial production such as textiles,
was the work of Tsaac Poter, a mill right and friend of Newcomen Poter an associate of
Newcomen also attended the same Baptist church near Cornwall. Poter befriended
Newcomen during their association in order to establish himself as a designer of steam
engines Additionally, Poter sought to expand his own operation of steam engine
distribution in other markets throughout the region and abroad.
One of the virtues of the Newcomen steam engine design was that it was efficient and
sirnple in its operation. Once the engine had been constructed it could be relied upon to
operate effectively with little maintenance. The majority of the early engine erectors had
learned their trade in England and were blacksmiths turned millwrights. These early steam
engine constructors would purchase a cylinder from a brass founder and then built the
engine complete with its housing on the site. Local materials and technical labor were
frequently used as much as possible in order to keep costs down. The syndicate that
acquired the rights to S avery ' s patent was able to firmly secure royalties on many of the
engines originally designed by Savery and Newcomen.

11

James Wat t's Steam Engine Design

Unfortunately, the patent rights lapsed in the l 73 0's; as a result, there were no legal
restrictions to cause the spread of steam engine technology. Improvements in detail were
sometimes incorporated in the design as the operation of steam engines in various
industrial settings increased. Little changed in N ewcomen's fundamental lay out until the
steam engine designs of James Watt
Contrary to legend James Watt did not invent the steam engine (Figure 7). However,
it did take his imaginative genius to perceive the possibility of imaginative genius to
perceive the possibility of improving on N ewcomen' s engine design. The result of
bringing a highly perceptive mind trained in craftsmanship and instrument making to bear
on the problem of making a model engine work more efficiently resulted from a series of
improvements incorporated by James Watt Watt, and his partnership with Matthew
Boulton, transformed the steam engine from a rough piece of hardware, wasteful of fuel
and capable of only single reciprocating action, into an efficient product of skilled
engineering A technology capable of rotary action, thus, making it more applicable for
industrial purposes in both England and the United States This particular technological
advancement also helped create the modern engineering industry, by combining the skills
of a precision instrument maker with those of a millwright . This enabled engineering
innovators to create larger machines to a higher standard of accuracy than ever before
The B oulton and Watt factory at Soho in B irmingham, England, became an impo1iant
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training ground for new engineering that the steam engine had an important formative
role.
James Watt began his experiments on improving the Newcomen engine by first
examining the engine's condenser. Buchanan and Watkins ( 1976), suggest that Watt took
out his patent for the separate condenser in 1769, following several years of experiment
while employed as an instrument maker at the University of Glasgow. During his
experiments Watt found that the most wasteful feature of the Newcomen engine design
was that it alternately heated and cooled the cylinder on each stroke, and that this
dissipation of energy could be avoided by keeping the vessel containing the cylinder
separate from the area in which the steam was condensed. This task could be successfully
accomplished by bringing it into contact with cold water. Therefore, the Watt patent was
established, including a pump that would operate off the main engine beam to clean the
condensation. According to Storer ( 1969), Watt had entered into several partnerships,
scientist Joseph B lack at the University of Glasglow, and later with John Roebuck of the
Caron Iron Works. Watt and Rowbuck quickly entered into partnership. However, each
became frustrated by the problems of getting sufficiently well machined parts for their
engine designs. When Roebuck got into financial difficulties his friend Mathew Boulton
took the opportunity of offering to buy-out Roebuck and become Watt ' s full-time partner.
Thus, this formed the partnership of Boulton and Watt, responsible for producing more
than five hundred steam engines b etween 1 77 5 to 1 800.
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The qualities brought by Boulton to the partnership included financial resources, acute
business sense, and control of his Soho factory. Boulton' s S oho factory included a team
of craftsmen capable of making the finely machined parts needed for Watt' s engine.
Within a few years of setting up in business in Birmingham, England, Watt had added
several improvements to his initial patent steam engine design, specifically, the separate
condenser. Amongst these, the new steam invention enhanced the parallel motion of the
machine, giving Watt the most satisfaction b ecause of the elegant movement of his
creation. Of more significance was Watt' s invention of a reliable means of rotary action,
by which the reciprocating action of the piston could be applied to pumping purposes. It
could also be converted to drive the wheels of all sorts of processes, especially as a means
of locomotion for rail transportation.
Two other important innovations by Watt helped to establish the form that the steam
engine was to enj oy for the next hundred years. One particular innovation was the
centrifugal governor. The development of rotary action made necessary careful control of
the speed of the engine to ensure uniform motion and to prevent the risk of the engine
funning too quickly. Watt adopted a form of automatic control that had already been
established throughout much of Europe in windmills. The Watt governor consisted of two
weights mounted on a rotating spindle driven by the steam engine. Additionally, Watt
made a notable advance in steam-engine technique by developing double-action.
Watt ' s early engines had been primarily single-acting atmospheric engines as those
developed by Newcomen. Watt also continued the established pattern of using steam at
14

low pressure, a little more than that of the atmosphere. Watt feared the danger of boiler
explosions if the steam pressure was increased substantially above the air pressure
However, by completely enclosing his cylinder in order to keep it permanently hot, Watt
had to find a substitute for atmospheric pressure. Watt accomplished this task by
admitting steam above the piston as the vacuum was created below it The next step in
Watt's engine design included a completely enclosed cylinder. The vacuum could now be
created above the piston while steam was introduced below it Thus, in the process,
establishing the principle of double-action, which gave the engine smoother and more
efficient movement. The use of steam to replace the pressure of the atmosphere in
double-acting engines was a first step towards using the steam expansively, although only
to a very limited extent Watt recognized the possibility of expansive working, but as the
advantage was minimal with low-pressure steam, he decided not to continue this particular
technological development further.
Although Watt ' s improvements in double-action steam engine made significant
progress in the engine's development and industrial application, his perfectionist attitudes
regarding his designs also hindered t he steam engine's progress. According to Buchanan
and Watkins ( 1976), Watt' s over protection of his patent rights before their expiration in
the early 1800' s restricted the development of steam engine design in several ways.
Watt' s opposition to the use of high-pressure steam, and his reaction to the use of his
engine in steam locomotion delayed important innovations in technological development
Certainly, the transatlantic migration of steam engine to the United States, accompanied
15

by further development in America, was benefited immensely as Watt ' s patent restrictions
decreased.
Despite possibly hindering further technological development and industrial
employment of steam engine machinery, the tremendous contribution that Watt made
cannot be ignored. James Watt had transformed the steam engine from a simple pumping
instrument into a sophisticated and versatile prime mover that could be applied to an
almost endless range of industrial processes. As soon as Watt had established the
possibility of producing such engines, the demand also increased . Watt and Boulton ' s
S oho firm were able to produce over five hundred steam engines i n the span o f twenty-five
years. This was a considerable achievement in industrial management, as well as one
of technological competence. Virtually every machine was planned from scratch to meet
the specifications of the customer and the restrictions of the industrial site where it was to
be erected. Once the engine was assembled, it was handed over to the customer and paid
for on the basis of a royalty, calculated according to the amount of fuel saved in
comparison to a Newcomen engine, the sum being set at a third of the value of the total
amount of fuel saved. To enable these calculations, Watt devised the measurement of
energy that he termed "horse power," (one unit that can raise 3 3 ,000 lb./ one foot per.
Minute) According to Bowditch ( 1992), not all of the Boulton and Watt customers were
satisfied with the setup and operation of their new steam engine. Several of these
dissatisfi e d customers even went so far as to revert back to the earlier engine designs of
Newcomen.
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Although it is difficult to trace all of Boulton and Watt' s customers and engines
erected, the majority was sold in five industrial regions in Great Britain. Buchanan and
Watkin ( 1 976), submit that the majority of these engines were concentrated in industrial
settings in London, Birmingham, and Manchester. The London engines were installed in
breweries and corn mills. The price and horsepower of Boulton and Watt ' s rotative
engines in London from 1 79 5 to 1 80 1 can be derived from Table 1 . The Birmingham
concentration of Watt engines was primarily used in the iron industry. According to Von
Tunzelmann ( 1 97 8), by 1 820 there were over sixty B oulton and Watt engines of one
thousand-horse power operating in Birmingham industry. The Manchester engines were
utilized for textile production in local cotton mills. The annual costs of a typical Watt
engine erected in the Manchester region can be seen in Table 2 . Watt' s reciprocative
engines worked more efficiently and economically than rotative one in this particular
industrial setting. This was primarily due to the fact that mill owners could make some
use of the expansion steam given off by the cylinder, such as providing heat to the mill,
thus further reducing fuel costs. The other two main groups of Boulton and Watt steam
engines were in the Northeast coalfields of Great Britain.
The steam engine was widely recognized as a symbol of industrialization throughout
the World. This was especially true in India during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. Tann and Aitken ( 1 992), submit that the diffusion of Boulton and Watt steam
engines to India equaled the diffusion of steam power from Great Britain to overseas
17

markets (Tables 3 , Figures 8,9). This included regions such as the British West Indies,
where the Boulton and Watt engine had been successfully applied to sugar mill
production
One particular feature of the N o rtheast coalfields and the cotton mills of Manchester
were the employment of children to operate the machine technology in order to continue
increased production. Although there was (and still is) much disagreement among
historians, a conventional view of the use of child labor during the British Industrial
Revolution emerged around the second half of the nineteenth century. The conventional
view can be interpreted as a "necessary evil. " The two basic tenets are that children were
a necessary part of the early cotton textile mill's labor force in England, and the conditions
they would work under would be unduly harsh According to N ardinelli ( 1990), Paul
Mantoux, a British industrialist, is viewed as one of the originators of the "necessary
evil," conception of the employment of children in the mills during the early stages of the
British I ndustrial Revolution. Mantoux believed that the discipline of the factory was
intolerable to men used to working i rregular hours in their homes or workshops.
B ecause workers disdained textile factories, attracting a labor force became a serious
problem for British industrial capitalists. In order to solve this particular problem they
frequently hired women and children. Many of the children employed in the British coal
mines and textile mills were pauper apprentices, frequently supplied by parishes eager to
relieve their poor. The incorporation of child labor conveyed great benefits to the British
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economy during its Industrial Revolution, specifically in the form of greater industrial
output and a higher national income. The British economy would also profit from the
application of steam to industrial production, specifically from the technological
innovations of S avery, N ewcomen, and Watt

!!!.

The TransAtlantic Tramfer of Brdish Steam Engine Technology to America.

7he Americanization ofBritish Steam Engine Machinery

American industrialization began by relying on waterpower that provided the means of
production for factories in urban and rural communities. F rom the start, the water mills
erected seemed to blend into the pastoral setting of rural America. However, the technical
innovations of Newcomen and Watt would soon infi l trate American shores. The
Hornblower family, another group of fellow British Baptist church members, had distinct
connections to both N ewcomen and Poter. The Hornblower family would not only
become established steam engine builders in Cornwall, England, but in the United States
as well . According to Cowan ( 1 996), in 1 750 the Hornblower family was the first to
introduce N ewcomen steam engine technology to the New World.
Joshua Hornblower came to America in 1 753. Hornblower was commissioned to erect
a N ewcomen steam engine for Colonel John Schuyler at his copper mine in New Jersey It
took Hornblower approximately two and a half years to complete the engines
construction. Other steam engines were soon being employed in American industry.
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More elaborate N ewcomen engines were erected at the waterworks of P hiladelphia and
New York. However, on the eve of the Declaration of Independence in 1 776, steam
engine technology remained a novelty. N ye ( 1 994) suggests that by 1 83 8 there were
already two thousand steam engines in the United States, two-thirds of them were
mounted on steamboats and railways. Stationary steam engines contributed significantly
to the rest of the nations industrial power at the start of the 1 840' s. Their use continued
to spread throughout the United States after the middle of the century At first, steams
driven factories were subsumed within the pastoral tradition. However, by the end of the
century they were viewed in awe because they seemed intensely unnatural . While the
British had designed steam technology according to specifications of Thomas Newcom en,
and James Watt, Americans transformed the engine by building it smaller and cheaper.
Thus, in the process, making the use of steam engine technology more applicable to
industrialization and transportation.
Hi storians have suggested that the most important fact regarding the history of the
development of American machine technology is that the American Revolution and the
Industrial Revolution began simultaneously. From 1 760 to 1 83 0 James Watt had
improved the efficiency and design of the steam engine, Richard Arkwright and Samuel
Compton mechanized the textile industry; and the first canals were constructed in
England. Additionally, the iron industry was b eing revolutionized by the introduction of
coal, and the first steamboats were being constructed.
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It was during this particular period that the American colonies carried out their political
revolution against the British Empire and set out to start their own By the end of the
l 770's

the original colonies had begun to experience growth in population and economic

expansion Large cities such as Philadelphia, New York and Boston were second only to
London, and already their iron industry was larger than that of England. The increase in
population, the result of natural increases and the influx of European immigrants created a
great deal of opportunities for native-born American and recent European immigrants It
also provided opportunities to merchant capitalists looking to utilize machine technology
in various industrial settings.
Once free of British rule, most of the leaders of the new nation believed that economic
growth was essential to the progress of the country. Recent increases in the demand for
goods came as a result of a growing urban population, but also from growing
expectations. Many individuals were confident that the United States would continue to
grow and eventually settle West The new nation would also create its own literature,
increase foreign trade, and raise the standard of living for all of its citizens. Kasson ( 1 977)
submits that Alexander Hamilton's plans for the establishment of public credit and
increased foreign trade helped foster this particular belief amongst the populace. To
preserve the nation's liberty and prosperity, the economy had to continue to grow.
Growth would depend on continued population increases, as well as the exploitation of
seemingly abundant natural resources. Natural resources that would ultimately be defined
by the machine technology available to utilize them. Therefore, the country' s progress
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and economic survival depended highly on its ability to develop a powerful technological
base and a more mobile labor force to operate it
The problem of stimulating a growing economy with a constant shortage of labor was
aided by the technological success of the British Industrial Revolution. Following the
conclusion of the American Revolution, the country ' s political leaders looked across the
Atlantic with amazement at the technological changes shaping Great Britain. When
Thomas Jefferson was sent as U S . Minister to France, J efferson traveled through England
and caught a glimpse of the new machine technology that had transformed British
industry . According to Pursell ( 1995), Jefferson reported on how the machinery was able
to "spin and weave," by water in British mills. The first piece of machine technology that
amazed Jefferson was Watt ' s steam engine Jefferson had studied the engine designs of
Thomas N ewcomen as a student at William and Mary College. However, Watt ' s engine
design was much more fluent than any piece of machinery Jefferson had ever observed .
The machine and manufacturing process Jefferson observed in England stuck in his
mind, and would help provide the economic solution needed in the United States.
Jefferson had observed that manual labor could be replaced through the application of
machine technology. The steam engine that Jefferson had seen on his visit was especially
effective in increasing industrial production, therefore, could be adapted by manufactures
in the United States. Kasson ( 1977), submits that in his "Report on Manufactures,"
Alexander Hamilton suggested obtaining such machinery form Great Britain would not
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only help the growing economy of a young nation, but would also expand the most
important aspects of the manufacturing process. Hamilton b elieved that many of the
features needed for this diffusion of British technology to American industry were already
in place.
Jefferson and Hamilton, enthusiastic about the possibilities of economic and industrial
success, continued to advocate the transatlantic transfer of British machine technology.
When the Eastern colonies in the United States were being settled, many new arrivals
brought with them the technology and expertise they had used in their home countries. In
the absence of an abundance of new technology and technical knowledge, it was necessary
to import machine technology to ensure the nation' s economic success. The transfer of
machine technology and know how occurred largely through the immigration of British
mechanics and merchant capitalists looking to benefit from the nation ' s expanding
industrial sector.
American industries and technology were not exact copies of their British counterparts.
American industrialization would develop its own character, dictated by the unique
compliment of natural resources that were available in America. Technological
development also differed in several respects. As in the case of the Arkwright spinning
technology, and early versions of Watt' s steam engine, each technology was redefined and
Americanized according to the needs of the industry. America also differed from its
European counterparts because of its ethnic and cultural make-up of its labor force.
Ultimately, the assimilation of machine technology and utilization of labor would be
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directly effected by the special interests of the political and industrial capitalists of
Antebellum America.

Oliver E vens

In the fall of 1 78 1 , General Cornwallis, who was in charge of the British campaign
against the southern colonies, surrendered in Virginia and the revolutionary War was over.
Eight months later, and several hundred miles North in Delaware, Oliver Evans and his
two brothers purchased three-hundred acres of land and an old grist mill to be used for
industrial purposes (Figure 1 0). Cowan ( 1 997), suggests that in 1 786, state legislatures
met in Annapolis, Maryland, to discuss whether the thirteen states could agree on a
commercial policy that would stimulate "domestic manufacturing . " While the state
legislatures debated industrialization, Evan ' s mill had been successfully operating for over
a year.
As a teenager Oliver Evan ' s had been an apprentice to a wheelwright and learned how
to build with both wood and metal. In the early l 7 8 0 ' s, Evan ' s had the chance to observe
the operation of several small local gristmills. Confident of his own mechanical abilities,
he devised several mechanical devices that would make milling more efficient and
profitable. Mechanical devices that Evan ' s would eventually install in his own mill that he
and his brothers would operate in Delaware.
Evan ' s called the first of his new devices a "grain elevator," and the second a "hopper
boy. " The elevator consisted of a continuous leather belt holding a series of small buckets
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and pulleys attached to the shaft of a water wheel that kept the belt in constant motion
The grain elevator could haul over three hundred bushels of grain per hour, work that had
previously been done by several men. The hopper boy was a large revolving rake,
attached to a vertical drive shaft, which was connected to the main shaft of the mill
(Figure 1 1 ) The rake spread the ground meal evenly on the floor of the mill so that it
could be dried, then sent down a chute, to the hopper, where the meal could be sifted
Evan ' s invention had the potential for increasing the millers' profits by decreasing the need
for laborers. Two machines could now do the work of several men. Evan ' s inventions
had contributed to the mechanization of early American industry, as well as changing the
need for manual labor in industry.
Oliver Evan ' s mechanical abilities would not be limited to flour making machinery.
According to Cowan ( 1 997), in 1 78 1 , Evan ' s had experimented with steam engine design,
having read about the devices with separate condensers that Watt had patented in England
a decade earlier. Unlike Watt, who was primarily interested in building steam engines that
were stationary, used for pumping water, Evan ' s believed that the best use of steam power
would be in transportation. Evan ' s envisioned a smaller, l ighter, and more powerful steam
engine that would meet this goal.
In

the late l 7 8 0 ' s, Evan' s asked the Delaware legislature for a patent protection on a

steam invention that was still i n the planning stages. Since Evan ' s had not yet completed
his engine, the state legislature refused his request. Evan ' s decided that his project was
worth further pursuit and moved from D elaware to Philadelphia. He believed that moving
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to Philadelphia would bring him closer to a more "improvement minded city. " According
to Hunter ( 19 8 5 ), in 1 80 1 , Evan ' s had constructed a small stationary high pressure steam
engine, and proceeded to utilize it in a local grinding mill. By 1804, Oliver Evan ' s had
received a U. S . patent for the design of his steam engine. Prior to building his engine,
Evan ' s had carefully studied the designs of Watt; however, in his design he utilized
features from his previous inventions, making his engine radically different. First, Evan ' s
engine had n o condenser; t h e steam from t h e engine would b e vented directly into the
atmosphere. Second, both cylinders and the crankshaft of the engine were placed at the
same end of the engine beam. This new version of Watt' s original design would not only
prove to be more efficient, but smaller and lighter.
Evan ' s continued his experimentation with steam engine design. Pursell ( 1 995),
suggests that in September of 1 804, Evan ' s proposed to the Lancaster Turnpike Company
the financing of the construction of"steam powered carriages," which would help
transport freight at a speed of approximately forty miles per day. This rate of speed was
unheard of at this point in time, especially in the transport of heavy freight . Although this
seemed promising, the company rej ected Evan ' s proposal because they b elieved that the
project was too costly and not practical. By D ecember, Evan ' s proposed to the
Philadelphia Board of Health the building of a steam powered shovel. The steam-powered
shovel would be used to dredge the Philadelphia harbor, and eventually moved to other
various locations for proj ects on land and water. Evan ' s proposal was accepted, and in
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the summer of 1 80 5 , the amphibious digger rolled out of Oliver Evan ' s machine shop.
The digger was moved to the harbor where it operated for several months.
Although Evan ' s construction of the machine had been a success, it frequently broke
down, and ultimately failed to function as originally planned.
However, Evan ' s successful employment of steam engine technology spurred other
industrial enthusiasts. By 1 806, Evan ' s high- pressure steam engine design had been
installed in several gristmills throughout the Northeast and parts of the South. Evan's and
his brothers diversified their operation by j oining a group of investors interested in
utilizing his engine design in constructing a fully automated, steam powered flour mill near
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (Figure 1 2) . Cowan ( 1 997), suggests that this plant was among
the country's first manufacturing p lants to be powered by something other than a
waterwheel or draft animals, but by steam. By 1 8 1 0, the Evan' s machine shop in
Philadelphia was producing several steam engines a year for industrial purposes. Their use
varied from b eing employed in mills to experiments in steamboat propulsion. Evan's and
his brothers continued investing in the construction of iron and engine design workshops,
around the Pittsburgh area, and began to focus their work more on the application of
steam technology to transportation.
Evan ' s and his brother's machine shops were not unique in America in the first part of
the nineteenth century. Machine shops, large and small were b eing constructed all over
the Atlantic coast. During the eighteenth century, there had been blacksmiths and
wheelwrights in the original colonies, but none skilled enough to construct or repair such
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complex devices as steam engines. Even the first steam engines imported from England
in 1753 by the Hornblower family had to have their parts fabricated in triplicate before
coming to the U S

This was due primarily to the difficulties in repairing and fabricating

the same parts in machine shops in the United States.

Robert Fulton

Almost fifty years later Robert Fulton and Robert Livingston were laying plans to
construct a steamboat that would traverse the Hudson River in New York State. Fulton
and Livingston decided to have the engine for their vessel imported from England because
they did not feel confident with the construction and ability to get engine parts in the
United States Fulton and Livingston also paid the cross Atlantic expenses of an English
mechanic to help maintain their vessel ' s engines, as well as British engineers to operate it
However, thanks to Evan ' s and others, such transatlantic dependency on British machine
technology and expertise were declining. By mid-century it had almost become totally
extinct
B efore the eventual triumph of Robert Fulton on the Hudson River in 1807, more than
a dozen Americans had already experimented with steam as a means of transportation.
Whil e experimental work on steam engine design was carried out through out various
sections of the nation, the most intensive work centered along the Atlantic coast Two of
the earliest inventors who labored with the employment of steam powered transportation
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Were James Rumsey, John Fitch, and John Stevens. Each of these inventors devised
steam powered vessels that ran efficiently. According to Pursell ( 1995), John Fitch in
1 790, had
designed, built, and employed a steam powered vessel. Fitch ' s vessel ran as a common
carrier from Philadelphia across the Delaware River to N ew Jersey and back (Figure 13 )
Robert Fulton ' s success would not b e from utilizing steam engine technology for
transportation, but over coming the handicaps that had hindered previous inventors. The
first thing Fulton did was to purchase and transport a Boulton and Watt steam engine from
Great Britain. Fulton ' s next step included gathering financial and political support to
make his steam project a success. Cowan ( 1997), submits that Fulton gained a great deal
of his support from Robert Livingston, then Chancellor of the state of New York. The
successful voyage of the "Clermont," on the Hudson River in 1807, marked the beginning
of commercial steamboat use in the United States (Figure 14).
Fulton was a native of Little Britain, Pennsylvania, born in 1765 (Figure 1 5 ). During
much of his youth Fulton spent his time in the workshops of his neighborhood, learning
the trade of watchmaker Fulton later adopted the profession of landscape artist,
exhibiting great skills in portrait painting as well (Figure 16). According to Thurston
( 1895), Fulton is said to have frequently visited the house of William Henry to study the
paintings of B enj amin West. It was there that Fulton was first exposed to a model of a
steamboat, exhibited by Henry in 1 783 . Sutcliff ( 1909), submits that Thomas Paine, the
author of "Common S ense,'' who at times lived in Henry' s home, proposed to Congress in
1 78 8 that building steamboats for transportation would be good for the entire nation.
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When he came of age, Fulton decided to venture to England to continue his study of
painting. During his studies he spent two years in D evonshire, England where he met the
Duke of Bridgewate. It was there, that Fulton was exposed to the idea of steam
navigation and the British canal system. Dickinson ( 19 13 ) suggests that in 1793, Fulton
decided to give up landscape painting as a profession, and become a civil engineer By the
late l 790 ' s, Fulton had moved to Paris, and began experimenting with the idea of a
torpedo boat powered by steam. According to Hunter ( 1985), in 180 1, Fulton had
succeeded so well with his torpedo experiments that the British government became
nervous, because of their continued military clashes with the French.
Fulton had proposed his idea for the application of a steam powered naval vessel in
1 793 to both the United States and British governments, however, neither showed any
interest . Sutcliff ( 1909), became friends with Joel Barlow, a French poet who later
became the U S . Ambassador to France. Barlow had traveled to the United States and
had established business connections in both countries While in France, Barlow and his
spouse introduced Fulton to the U S Ambassador to France, Robert Livingston Fulton
and Livingston formed a friendship and together they discussed working on a proj ect of
applying steam engine technology to navigation. D etermined to construct a steamboat on
the S eine, in the spring of 1802, Fulton had constructed drawings that were sent to
Livingston (Figure 17) . By winter Fulton had completed a model of his vessel .
According to Thurston ( 1895), in January of 1803, Fulton delivered his model to the
French firm of Molar, Borde! and Montgolfier, to help Livingston and
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Fulton construct their first attempt at steam engine navigation on L ' Isle des Cygnes in the
Seine.
Guided by his previous experiments and calculations Fulton directed the construction
of his vessel . The vessel was completed in the spring of 1 803. Unfortunately, the hull of
the vessel was too weak from the weight of the steam engine and sank.
Undiscouraged, Fulton at once set about repairing the damages to his steam vessel.
This included attempting to reduce the size and weight of the engines used for navigation
Hunter ( 1 98 5 ) submits that on August 9, 1 803, Fulton ' s boat was cast loose and steamed
up the S eine, in the presence of an immense concourse of spectators. A committee from
the French National Academy and other dignitaries witnessed Fulton' s successful
experimental run.
Although the experiment had been a success it attracted little attention from the media
in Europe and the United States. Fulton' s vessel remained for almost a year docked on
the S eine, near the French Palace. Fulton continued to attempt to secure financial support
for his projects from the French government, but each attempt ailed. Livingston who had
witnessed Fulton ' s efforts wrote to several political constituence in the United States
describing the results of the application of steam engine technology to navigation
Livingston seized the opportunity to procure the passage of an act by the New York State
Legislature, creating a monopoly on steam navigation, for the next twenty years starting in
April of 1 803.
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By the spring of 1 804, Fulton had decided to return to England, giving up all hope of
success in F rance with either his steam vessel or submarine. In England, Fulton contacted
Boulton and Watt, ordering a steam engine to be built to his specifications. Fulton again
became absorbed with experiments in the application of a steamboat In the winter of
1 804, Boulton and Watt had completed Fulton ' s design requests, and shipped the engine
to N ew York City. The engine arrived in New York in the winter of 1 806.
Fulton himself returned to New York by the winter of 1 806. He immediately
established an engine shop and contracted for a hull to be constructed. Meanwhile,
Fulton' s new partner, Livingston, had also returned to the United States, and the two
enthusiasts began working on constructing a larger version of the steamer that had been
constructed in F rance. In the spring of 1 807, the Clermont was christened, and launched
from the Charles B rown Shipyard, on the East River, New York, headed for Albany, N ew
York (Figures 1 8)
The vessel soon made its maiden trip to Albany, running the distance of 1 5 0 miles in
approximately thirty-two hours, and then returning in the same time. The success of the
Clermont ' s trial-trip was such that Fulton soon advertised the vessel as a regular
passenger boat between New York City and Albany (Figure 1 9). The successful voyage
of the Clermont up the Hudson River in 1 807 marked the beginning of the commercial
application of steam engine technology to navigation in the United States. With the
advent of the War of 1 8 1 2, Fulton was able to apply his steam success to a vessel-of-war
The vessel, "Fulton the F irst, " would be equipped with a heavy battery, being able to move
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at speeds up to five miles an hour. The vessel would also be able to discharge torpedoes
below the surface of the water. In the spring of 18 1 4, Fulton' s vessel-of-war was
completed and launched. This was also the first application of steam engine technology to
naval purposes, and at the time was an enormous success.
The L i vingston and Fulton interests, who had monopolized the water transpo1iation
roots in N ew York, continued to use the low-pressure Boulton and Watt type engines
Fulton' s first designed boat for the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, which ventured to New
Orleans, employed the same Boulton and Watt engines. However, soon inventors sought
to improve on Fulton' s theory of reducing the size of the engine. According to Pursell
( 1995), in 1 8 1 6, Daniel French' s "Washington," was the first to utilize a high-pressure
steam engine in a vessel on western waters. Low-pressure steam engines, as those used
by Fulton, employed steam pressures at approximately sixteen pounds per square inch
With the application of high-pressure engines, greater power could be achieved without
making the engines larger.
Another high-pressure engine designed by Henry Shreve would be installed in a similar
vessel called the Washington. Shreve had been working with steam engines for a couple
of years in the southern regions of the United States and had received praises for his
designs. S hreve also was involved in the design of the vessels that employed an engine
strong enough that the boat would not become caught in the shallows of the Mississippi or
it ' s tributaries. According to Hunter ( 1985), in 18 16, Oliver Evan ' s built a high-pressure
steam engine for a vessel to be used on eastern waters called the "Aetna. "
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Evan ' s design was unique for several important reasons. His high-pressure engine
proved to be more efficient than any other type of high-pressure engine of its time. Evan ' s
design operating on high pressure also worked without condensing the steam. Therefore,
the engine could be made smaller, while able to work at higher speeds in more demanding
environments.
By the late 183 0 ' s, the western steamboat engine had been established and little
changes over the next sixty years. Unlike the steam powered passenger ships of the East,
the Western boats were originally designed to transport freight, other machinery for
industrialization, and westward expansion.

The Steam Locomotive
Having cleared its path so far society went back lo its work, and threw itself on that which stood first its
roads.

The field was vast, altogether beyond its power to control offhand; and society dropped every

though t of dealing with anything more than the single fraction called a railway .systern
Henry A dams

Steamboats had made significant inroads to the improvement of transportation and
associated industrial facilities throughout much of the Atlantic coast and southern regions
of the United States. However, it was the employment of steam engine technology to the
development of the locomotive that captured the imagination and technical resources of
the nation. As the steamboat engine had previously done, the American railroad also
began with the transatlantic transfer of British steam technology. By the late l 790 ' s,
Richard Trevithick' s steam locomotive engine had been successfully tested in the same
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Coalbrookdale region of England as those who had applied steam technology before
(Figure 20). According to Pursell ( 1995), George Stephenson, one of the premiere
engineers of the British locomotives, considered moving his skills and invention to
America in the l 790 ' s. His family and associates vigorously protested and he decided to
remain in England. Despite this fact, Step henson's steam locomotive technology would
soon reach the shores of the United States.
A year before the Erie Canal had begun in 18 1 1; a group of capitalist investors from
the Franklin I nstitute formed the Pennsylvania Society for the Promotion oflnternal
Improvements in America. The primary obj ective of the group involved finding an
effective and profitable route to the West Hunter ( 1 98 5 ), submits that the group hired
William Strictland an engineer, to go to Great Britain to learn as much as he possibly
could about the application of steam powered locomotives and the rail system the British
had developed. Strictland returned a couple of months later with schematics, and
technical information regarding the development of the British rail system. Strictland also
returned with a steam engine locomotive that he had purchased from an engine company
in Coalbrookdale, England. Pursell ( 1969) suggests that the locomotive, the "Sturbridge
Lion," was brought over to the United States by Strictland in pieces from the British
engine shop. Upon its arrival in New York, the locomotive was shipped to the West Point
Foundry where it was assembled. In the early 183 0 ' s, the members of the Pennsylvania
Society assembled to build the first American steam powered locomotive. The
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locomotive, the "Best Friend of Charleston," was almost an exact duplicate of the
locomotive that Strictland had returned with from England. Following the locomotive's
duplication in the l 8 3 0 ' s, foundries able to acquire the technical data were contracted to
produce parts for the newly developed rail system. This was especially true in areas such
as P atterson, N ew J ersey and Lowell, Massachusetts that had already established repair
shops for textile machinery. Some of the same machine technology and technical
knowledge that had been used to increase production in the textile factories could now be
utilized to improve steamboats and locomotives. According to Burke ( 1 998), by 1 83 8,
every eastern state except Vermont had a rail line. By the late 1 84 0 ' s, the rail network
had spread to Kentucky and Ohio. Just after the Civil War, in which railroads played a
key role, there were over thirty-five -thousand miles of track; by the 1 890' s the total had
risen to over one hundred and fifty -thousand.

JV Applying American Steam Technology to Agriculture and Jndust1y.

By the late 1 83 0 ' s, the role of steam engine technology in both transportation and
industrial settings was diverse. The various engine designs best suited for steamboats and
locomotives were being fully utilized in order to supply both goods and a new supply of
labor to American industry. Steam engine technology was now b eing used in almost every
type of manufacturer from printing press to gunpowder manufacturing. The exhaustion of
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waterpower sites i n the Northeast, the inevitable spread of industry to the Midwest, and
the need for better means of transportation, all led to the general acceptance of steam
engine technology in the United States. Steam engine use was now found in every part of
American life, urban and rural.

The South

The effect of steam technology on American industry during the Antebellum and
Gilded Ages was profound. Once scattered by the geographic imperatives of waterpower,
steam engines were b eginning to appear as an essential part of each town and city. Mills,
once limited in size by the amount of waterpower their rivers could supply, were now as
large as the steam engines that ran them. According to Pursell ( 1 969), of the
three-thousand steam engines reported in operation in the United States in 1 83 8, more
than half of them were stationary engines used in industrial settings.
One of the most rural sites of steam engine use was in the deep South. Steam engines
had been used on a limited basis in this particular region of the United States since the turn
of the century. Their primary use was in the extractive industries. These stationary steam
engines were applied to manufacturing salt, rice, sugar, saw mills, and cotton gins
scattered throughout the South. Most of the time, as was the case in other regions of the
United States, these engines and their parts were manufactured in England, brought to
America and copied. This feature, however, was unlike the engines manufactured in New
Jersey, New York and Philadelphia, which were entirely produced by local manufacturers
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by the late 183 0 ' s. Over half of the sugar produced in this region of United States was
done with the application of steam engine technology.
Rice mills were to South Carolina what sugar mills were to Louisiana. Throughout
most of the eighteenth century, South Carolina planters cleaned their rice with hand
mortars. Water-powered mills were introduced during the l 7 8 0 ' s and were employed by
many of the larger family run rice mills in S outh Carolina and Georgia A dozen of these
stationary engines were concentrated in rice mills in the Charleston and Savannah regions
Other industries tied to agricultural production in the S outh also attempted to utilize
stationary steam engine technology. Steam engines were sometimes used to operate
cotton gins Engines from wrecked steamboats were dismantled and reassembled to be
used for such agricultural purposes. Used steam engines from southern vessels could
normally be purchased cheaper than slaves and could do a great deal more work.
Southern capitalists were conservative about the construction of cotton textile mills,
but when they did invest in their construction, steam power was utilized. Steam powered
mill's first began to appear in the southern regions of North Carolina in the early 183 0's.
According to Pursell ( 1969), one of the engines employed in the Mount Hecla Mill in
Greensboro, North Carolina was produced by an engine shop in Patterson, New Jersey
At least a half-dozen other steam operated cotton mills utilizing the same Patterson
produced engines were erected in the North Carolina region between 1 83 6 to 1862 .
One of the best known of such textile mills was constructed i n Charleston, South
Carolina. The mill was built and finances by Charles James of Rhode Island in the early
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1 8 5 0 ' s . James had worked as a carpenter and mechanic in a machine shop in Rhode
Island that specialized in repairing cotton textile machinery. J ames later became
superintendent of Samuel Slater's steam powered cotton mill in Providence, Rhode Island .
After leaving Slater ' s mill, James started his own business of erecting steam powered
textile mills in Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, Indiana, and Tennessee.

T he Midwest

Steam engines were needed as much for the expansion of industry in the Northwest as
they were in the South during the Antebellum and Gilded Ages. The problems of using
water power, common to many sections of the nation, seemed to be even more accented
in the West. Mill races usually froze in the cold winter months, flooded in the spring,
dried up in the summer, and was filled with leaves and their debris in the fall.
One of the most important applications of steam technology to combat this hindrance
in the West was first used in grinding fl o ur Hunter ( 1 986) suggests that the first steam
driven gristmill west of the mountains built by Oliver Evan ' s in Pittsburgh in 1 809. Evan's
mill was able to process over ten thousand bushels in a week's operation. This
increased production not only benefited Evan ' s, but also helped wheat farms from the
surrounding regions to raise crop production by almost fifty-percent .
The most prominent steam gristmill in the West was erected in Cincinnati in 1 8 1 2 .
According to Pursell ( 1 969), Oliver Evan's son, George, designed the plant and built a
seventy-horse powered steam engine to power it. Located near the banks of the Ohio
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River, the Mill was built to stone and was approximately nine stories high. Throughout
the building, walls were constructed to divide each of the manufacturing processes. For
exampl e, one room primarily concentrated on the manufacturing of flour, another room
contained wool and cotton machinery. The rest of the mill complex included rooms for
flaxseed oil and several areas set-aside for repair shops for the machinery.
Further north, Michigan was utilizing steam engine technology extensively in industry
by the late 1 83 0' s. In Michigan, as in the South, steam engines were used to encourage
the prevailing manufacturers of the region Many of the engines employed by industry
were built in Detroit, which had already b ecome an established engine-building center in
the United States. The rest of the engines used in industrial settings were shipped across
Lake E rie from engine shops in New York State. Others still came from Cleveland
Connecticut, and Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh had established itself as the steam engine manufacturing center of the
western frontier By the mid 1 83 0 ' s there were over a hundred steam engines produced
by local shops in use throughout the city. The greatest use of steam engine technology in
the Pittsburgh area was in the growing iron industry. Many of these engines were some of
the largest in the country with horse power ratings of one hundred and ninety The
manufacturers of the city, as well as the number of steam engines, continued to grow,
through their application in glass and iron works, which dominated the regions industrial
activities.
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A tlantic Coast

One of the areas of the United States that provides an excellent example of the ways in
which steam technology further advanced local industry is the Kanawha region of Virginia
Salt was a commodity of great value on the Western frontier The first settlers of this
particular region were fortunate to fine salt water, not only because of their need, but also
due to the use of salt licks used to attract buffalo for meat. These early settlers found
evidence that local Indian tribes had used the same sites for many years prior to their
arrival . By the early 1 800' s salt furnaces were constructed, with improved equipment and
techniques, the Kanawha region began to attract other industry.
By the late 1 82 0 ' s annual production in the Kanawha region had risen to over six
hundred thousand bushels of salt. Less than three years later coal was being mined as fuel
for the furnaces in local industries, including salt . The earliest method of obtaining the salt
water had been to dig a hole and allow the saline to rise and be collected in buckets. An
improvement in this technique came with the introduction of steam powered pumps.
According to Pursell ( 1 969), in 1 828, steam engines were utilized for pumping and for
drilling pits to collect salt. These small steam engines were primarily used to raise the
water so the salt could easily be extracted from the wells. The amount of water being
pumped was considerable since it took over seventy gallons of saline to make-up one
bushel of salt.
New England was long thought of as the region of the United States endowed with
waterpower and most reticent to adapt the power of steam for manufacturing purposes.
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The waterpower development's textile centers such as Lowell and Fall River have tended
to obscure the wide and varied use of steam technology in their industrial regions In the
mid 1 83 0 ' s when the debate over the comparative beginning to reach major proportions,
there were approximately one-hundred and twenty steam engines involved in
manufacturing in the Boston and surrounding areas.
The early use of steam engine technology in New England was contemporary with the
general rise of manufacturing activity following the War of 1 8 1 2 . One of the first steam
engines utilized in this particular region was again constructed by Oliver Evan ' s in 1 8 1 1
for the Middletown Woolen Manufacturing Company of Connecticut Hunter ( 1 986)
suggests that the engine was primarily used at the Middletown factory to operate carding,
spinning, weaving, shearing and fi n ishing machines. The Evan ' s engines used in the
Middletown factory were unique in several ways. Evan ' s engine did not condense the
steam it utilized, instead, the unused steam was distributed throughout the building to
provide heat during the winter months.
Certainly, one of the most publicized and well known of the early New England cotton
mills was that of Samuel Slater, constructed in Providence, Rhode Island in 1 827. Using a
stationary steam engine, most likely purchased from Evan ' s company, many of the
products produced in Slater ' s mill were labeled "made with steam " Slater considered the
father of cotton manufacturing in the state of Rhode Island, and his application of steam
engine technology lent confidence to other textile manufacturers who considered the
employment of such technology.
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There were several factors that hindered the use of steam engine technology in New
England manufacturing, as compared to other regions of the country. One reason was the
abundance of waterpower in the countryside and the lack of any alternative source of fuel
to keep steam furnaces working on a consistent basis As previously mentioned, the use
of steam technology in manufacturing throughout the Northeast was limited due to the
abundance of water (rivers), however, this also included improvements in dam
engmeenng.
The shortage of adequate fuel was also a retarding infl u ence on the adaptation of steam
engine technology. Wood was in short supply and coal was used in many northern steam
engines almost from the beginning of their industrial application. The use of anthracite
began in approximately 1 82 5 in the Pennsylvania region of the United States. Three years
later approximately 80, 000 tons of coal reached Philadelphia by way of canals Shipment
to other areas such as New York and Boston rose rapidly. Shipments of bituminous coal
also came to N ew England and the mid-Atlantic regions from Richmond, Virginia. The
Mines near Richmond were extensive and provided the bulk of domestic American coal
until the anthracite region of eastern Pennsylvania went into production.
The stationary steam engine remained largely an urban industrial phenomenon
throughout the Antebellum and Gilded Ages. For example, in Pennsylvania, the majority
of the stationary steam engines were concentrated in the large municipal areas such as
Pittsburg and Philadelphia. According to Pursell ( 1 969), one hundred and seventy-four of
the states three hundred and seven steam engines were empl oyed by industry throughout
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the city of Philadelphia. Many of the stationary team engines were used not so much to
introduce new types of industry, as to encourage those for which the city of Philadelphia
was already famous More steam engines were used in machine shops than almost any
other type of manufactory. Although stationary steam engines tended to concentrate in
the already predominant industries, steam engines were applied to a wide variety of
purpo ses. Well over twenty-five different types of mills were using stationary steam
engines in the city of Philadelphia by the end of the 1 83 0 ' s. The variety of these shops
ranged from the manufacturing of surgical instruments to stone yards where marble was
sawed.
Fallowing the conclusion of the War of 1 8 1 2, Philadelphia, long the commercial center
of the country, began to loose that position to New York City. One of the biggest
problems facing the cities manufacturing sector was the lack of sufficient waterpower.
The city of P hiladelphia located between the Delaware and Schuylkill Rivers, but neither
river had sufficient enough waterpower.
By the start of the 1 840' s, stationary steam engine technology was no longer a novelty
in any part of the country. They were operating in every state and were being applied to
almost every conceivable purpose. Steam engine technology had caused a minor
revolution in the type of manufacturing carried on in each section of the United States.
Even in the South they were applied extensively to the extractive industries of an
agricultural economy. However, stationary steam engine technology found their greatest
usefulness in the urban industrial centers like New York, Baltimore, Newark, Boston and
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Philadelphia. In most instances, having limited waterpower needed for industrial
production, thus, creating a greater need for the utilization of steam engine technology.
The use of steam engine technology during the Antebellum and Gilded Ages would supply
the means of production by providing these urban centers with technology and a more
mobile labor force.
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V A merican Steam Technology and the Creation of an Urban Proletariat.

Urban growth continued following the conclusion of the American Revolution, only
then immigration, economic change, and technological advances in steam technology
broadened the scale and quickened the rate. Whereas only five major cities constituted
urban America in the Republic, scores of towns began to take form between the
conclusion of the Revolutionary and C ivil Wars. Chudacoff and Smith ( 1 997), submit that
when the first Federal Census was taken in 1 790, there were only five cities with ten
thousand or more people. By 1 83 0, the number had risen to twenty-five, and reached
over one hundred thousand by 1 860. New cities began to fill in the urban network
stretching from Buffalo, N ew York to Seattle, Washington

European Immigration

Diverse patterns of collective class based b ehavior-accompanied urbanization and
industrialization during the Antebellum and Gilded Ages. Gutman ( 1 977) suggests that
this was especially true of artisans, peasant, and village-based cultures fresh to factory
labor and to machine technology. The continuing existence of b ehavioral change flowed
from the changing composition of the middle and working class population of Antebellum
and Gilded Age America. According to Briggs ( 1 965), in order to fully understand how
people respond to urban industrialization it is important to examine what kind of people
they were at the beginning of the process.
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European immigrants to the United States in the Antebellum and Gilded Ages, much
like a century later, experienced considerable occupational mobility. In the years after
their arrival, many who came to America as white collar, skilled and semi-skilled laborers
were able to retain their occupational status or entered agricultural occupations (Table 4)
The most successful at making these transitions were immigrants who were literate as well
as those who were able to relocate to rapidly growing urban industrial centers in the
Northeast, Midwest, and South. Each of these geographic locations can be directly
correlated to the increased use of steam engine technology. This was particularly the case
in both industry and improvements in transportation, such as steamboats and locomotives.
Among those who arrived as farmers or unskilled laborers, mobility was more rapid
among the more literate. These immigrants did better if they moved to Midwestern urban
centers, like Chicago, Detroit, or Milwaukee, with large concentrations of foreign born or
lived (Table 5 ) . The group that was more directly effected whether collar, skilled, or
semiskilled were the Irish. Table 5 displays that between arrival and 1 8 5 0 the mobility of
Irish immigrants either white collar, skilled or farmer was thirty-five percent . This differed
significantly when compared to the B ritish at sixty-three percent and the German at fifty
eight percent.
Each of these immigrant groups experienced greater occupational mobility as time
progressed. As shown in Table 5, German immigrants showed an increase in mobility of
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eighty-one percent, British at seventy-six percent, and the Irish showing an increase
reaching only forty-one percent .
The transformation from unskilled work by B ritish, Irish, and Germans who were
farmers and unskilled workers in Europe may be consistent with their accumulation of
financial independence and human capital that with labor opportunities after arrival to
utilize their skills that may have been under utilized in Europe.
However, the human capital brought to the United States by Irish white collar, skilled
and semi skilled workers' difficulties resulted from discrimination that they occurred upon
arrival. Sheriff ( 1 996), suggests that many of the Irish laborers who worked on various
sections of the Erie Canal were not only underpaid, but were forced to live in concentrated
areas at poverty.
As the data from Tables 4 and 5 suggests the Irish fared particularly poorly regardless
of their pre-migration occupation, showing only a minimal increase of five-percent
between 1 8 5 0 and 1 860. The available data suggests that this lack of ability to relocate
and improve their human capital may not have b een influenced by their inability to ful ly
utilize improvements in steam engine technology. Consequently, a lack of readily
transferable labor market skills and discrimination may have ultimately forced Irish, Slavic,
Italian and other European immigrant groups to locate themselves near groups from the
same regions of Europe. This would include developing urban industrial centers
connected by both steamboat or rail transportation such as Boston, New York, Chicago
and others.
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The commercialization of the American countryside, the growth of manufacturing in
the city, needed European immigration, and the influx of machine technology proceeded
together. Farmers who raised cash crops needed to buy everyday necessities from urban
craftsmen who manufactured shoes, cloth, wagons and agricultural tools helped pave the
way for changes in the organization of production.
In the eighteenth century, craftsmen had produced goods directly for customers, such
as shoemaker who both made and sold t he goods they produced, thus, providing a broader
and personal market. The business of selling shoes or any other goods produced became
separated from the process of production, and the process of production was soon
subdivided into several steps. Each of these particular steps required less skill than the
integrated process that had formally occurred in the production of goods. Even b efore the
employment of machine technology and t he factory system, control over production went
from shoemaker to merchant capitalist. Merchant capitalists had the cash resources and
credits to arrange the purchase of raw materials organize large-scale production, market
the finished product and await payment. S imilar developments among metal workers,
clothiers, and boat builders tended to dilute traditional skills. Thus, in the process,
expanding the size of the working class, while passing control of profits and the means of
production over to merchant capitalists.
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Controlling the Means ofProduction

Prior to the 1 800' s, most manufacturing i n American cities was primarily confined to
two types of products. These included consumer items such as sugar, leather goods and
distilled products that merchants could exchange for raw materials such as meats, grain,
and cotton. The other products included commerce-saving items, such as ships, paper and
forms of machine technology. However, with the immigration of steam technology from
Great Britain mechanized production and urbanization would again change the make-up of
the working class. The successful employment of Oliver Evan ' s steam engine had spread
throughout Eastern America and others looked to utilize the ideology of production and
mechanization. Along several of the rivers of New England mechanized textile mills were
beginning to establish genuine factory organization and communities were emerging
around them. Many of the mill towns in Connecticut, Massachusetts and Rhode Island
never grew b eyond a few hundred people. Most of them land-less agrarian families who
split their time between millwork and farming. However, a few places began to grow
larger, among them Chicopee and Holyoke, Massachusetts. Both of these areas were
founded by an organization of capitalist investors called the Boston Associates. The most
important proj ect financed by the Boston Associates was Francis Cabot Lowell' s industrial
experiment in Lowell, Massachusetts, where Lowell recruited New England farm girls' to
work and live in a tightly regulated mill community.
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The factory system and the daily interaction of machine technology brought about
notable changes in work wherever it took place. The use of machine technology instead
of hand tools made ownership of the means of production almost impossible for wage
earners This was because only the wealthy could afford to invest in machine technology,
especially those that were run by steam power.
The use of machine technology to break down production into simple repetitive tasks
that most workers no longer needed as wide a range of craft skills or had responsibility for
the quality of items produced. The pace of machine technology regimented the workday
in ways the artisan had never experienced before. Called to work by a bell, prohibited
from conversing with fellow workers, producing at the speed of the machines, and
disciplined by foreman, factory workers could not participate in leisure activities, as
artisan ' s control over their work day and accustomed them to do. In many cities the
factory system was able to coexist with traditional small-scale manufacturer, because
swelling urban populations continued to create a demand for the products and services of
a variety of crafts. As a result, in these cities the number of workers in traditionally small
scale occupations increased at a somewhat slower rate than that of factory workers. This
was especially true as more industrial facilities employed steam technology to increase
production.
Expansion of the urban economy meant that the rich were growing richer and the poor
were growing poorer According to Chudacoff and Smith ( 1 994 ) in cities like Boston,
,

where fi v e-percent of all taxable property in 1 77 1 , the richest five-percent owned fifty-
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nine percent in 1 83 3 , and sixty-four percent by 1 84 8 . In New York City, the upper five
percent owed forty-nine percent of the wealth in 1 82 8 . By 1 84 5 , they owned sixty-six
percent of the wealth, similar concentrations could be found in Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Saint Louis, and New Orleans.
Every city had families with lofty fo1iunes who had attempted to maintain or increase
the wealth accumulated by their forbears Housed in mansions, transported in private
carriages, and waited on by servants, the wealthiest urban residents were able to remove
themselves from contact with the middle and labor classes. The middle and lower classes
could advance t hemselves and their family by acquiring property or by moving into shop
ownership or skilled craft occupations. Unfortunately, these particular events usually
occurred on a very small scale. National economic recessions happen regularly, 1 8 1 9,
1 83 7 and in 1 8 5 7, the increased employment of automated technology, such as stationary
steam engines, added greater pressures to the laboring classes. In the process, the
growing scale of industrialization severely limited the chances of many individuals from
middle and lower classes' chances of advancement through small investment. Therefore,
although upward occupational mobility seemed to have remained fairly constant in the
larger municipalities in the Eastern and Southeastern United States, members of the lower
classes and recent immigrants lagged behind .
Near the lower end of the social spectrum, pressure of urban like weighed heavily.
Wages rose only slightly between 1 820 and 1 860, and remained pitifully low in relation to
pnces. Daily unskilled workers rose from around ninety cents a day to one dollar in 1 860.
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Factory workers received even less. In many cases, families were forced to have each
member contribute to their economic well being. Young children were sent to work in the
mines and textile factories, enduring the same hazardous conditions as well as being
exposed to the speed of the same machine technology. Prices of food, housing, and
clothing rose more that ten percent often offsetting was increases. Some skilled laborers,
such as blacksmiths, machinists, and carpenters, earned around twelve dollars a week,
while painters and wheelwrights frequently earned even less. Male factory workers could
earn a dollar a day, but female factory workers, many of whom worked fourteen hours or
more, earned barely a dollar a week. Children frequently earned even less.
The diffusion of machine technology and a labor supply problem in the late eighteenth,
and early nineteenth century, caused merchant capitalists to look towards child labor in
order to support their entrepreneurial endeavors. According to Jeremy ( 1 99 1 ), between
1 790 and 1 8 1 2 American cotton manufacturers first employed the Arkwright and
Compton system of cotton spinning. The Arkwright spinning technology used in mills in
the Eastern United States were primarily operated by children. Samuel Slater was one of
the fir st cotton spinning entrepreneurs who helped spread the employment of Arkwright
spinning technology throughout New England. Slater and his cotton spinning technology
not only established a new system of production, the Rhode Island system, but also sought
to use children as the primary operators of Arkwright and steam driven spinning
technology.
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Child labor in factories was common in Britain at this particular stage of
industrialization, but not in America. Samuel Slater sought to follow this practice from his
own experiences in the British textile industry. Cahn and Cahn ( 1 972), submit that the
first workers Slater hired were nine children between the ages of seven and twelve.
They were paid about eighty cents a week. By the middle of the nineteenth century child
labor had become a regular feature of the factory system of production. Filipelli ( 1 984)
suggests that by the mid- 1 83 0 ' s children under sixteen-compromised one-third of the
industrial labor force in New England and about one-fifth in Pennsylvania.
From the mid- 1 83 0 ' s to the start of World War I, fi r st-generation European
immigrants and their children began to dominate the make-up of the American working
class. Jones ( 1 999) submits that from 1 83 0 to World War I, twenty million immigrants
entered the United States seeking a better way of life Beginning in the early 1 870' s,
many of them hailed from Eastern and Southern Europe including Greeks, Poles, Russian
Jews, Italians, Slavs, and Turks. Together with native-born Americans, members of each
of these groups helped transform the ethnic and cultural demographics of the American
labor force Adversely, each of these constituencies was also transformed by the
improvement and application of steam engine technology in industrial production and
transportation during the Antebellum and Gilded Ages.
Around the turn of the century Protestant English speakers found j obs in new sectors
of the U S economy, working in offices and department stores. Elite male artisans and
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recently arrived European immigrants were able to retain their crafts in an era of
technological progress. Ethnic entrepreneurs catered primarily to the needs of their
respective communities. For example, Italian, Polish and Slavic men frequently sought
employment in mining, construction, and heavy industry. Thus, exposing themselves
more frequently to steam engine technology, in the process altering their labor habits and
work ethics.
Modern industrial societies, such as those that existed in Gilded Age America, are
often associated with the image of men working machine technology. Accompanying this
image was the increased use of sophisticated technology and production processes
dangerous and unhealthy working conditions. Each of these features became the hallmark
of American industrial labor. More and more, workers would evaluate their own
situation; not only according to how much money they made, but also according to the
degree they might maintain their family' s well being.
In the textile mills of Lowell and the Pennsylvania anthracite mines, machine operatives
and child laborers, breathed in a fine dust. Many workers, young and old, lost limbs, or
were disfig ured as a result of speedups of machine technology. Throughout this
metamorphosis both native-born and recent immigrants each had to physically and
psychologically adapt to the industrial application of steam powered machine technology.
In the 1 820' s the United States was still overwhelmingly rural in aspects of agriculture
and occupation, however, this was beginning to change. Even in its most densely
populated regions of the Northeast, only about ten-percent of the population lived in
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urban centers. In the South, the ration was approximately half that Even in the larger
"metropolis," industry was still in its developmental stages. According to Heilbroner and
Singer ( 1 999), in 1 820, New York City, well on its way to becoming the most productive
manufacturing city in the nation, had only thirty-five companies that employed ten or
more workers The bulk of the cities workers were employed in mercantile businesses,
imports, or trade services. The number of workers found in the mills or manufacturers
was small. Approximately one-percent were employed in iron and textiles, the two most
promising industries for growth during Antebellum America.

Creating America 's First Urban Proletariat

There were several problems that needed to be overcome in order for industry to
flourish in the United States during the Antebellum and Gilded Ages. One of them was
addressing the marked isolation of the middle-class American. Von Tunzelman ( 1 978 ) ,
suggests that a comparison between Great Britain and the United States in 1 8 1 5 displays'
one of the variable ways in which the British had been more successful utilizing it labor
force during industrialization. For example, in England a network of transportation had
been developed throughout most of the country. Although the size of the two countries
differed, the British were able to utilize their transportation system to produce a more
unified market This meant locating industries near population centers, as well as near
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primary transportation routes. Something the United States had not yet developed at this
point of its industrialization.
America was still fragmented in unconnected economic sections. When the British cut
off coastal traffic during the War of 1 8 1 2, transportation costs on a barrel of flour from
New York to Boston quadrupled. During the early 1 800's, it normally took two
harnessed oxen three days to make a forty-mile round trip. It costs more to drag a ton of
iron from the Pennsylvania hills to the eastern seacoast than to have it shipped across the
ocean.
A lack of adequate transportation was not the only thing hinderin3 American
industrialization. Equally serious was the absence of a labor force to man the factories,
mills, and foundries. In order to meet this shortage the supply would have to come from
outside the native-born population. Thus, by the 1 83 0 ' s a reasonably reliable account of
immigrants (including their age, sex, and occupation) landing in the United States is
presented here. To better visualize the destination of these new members of the working
class, Table 6 was constructed. This table presents a brief summary of the extant port-of
entry data demonstrates that the overwhelming maj ority of recent European immigrants
landed in urban centers along the Atlantic coast. Although these data do not indicate their
actual place of settlement, they are a useful surrogate for more comprehensive data. More
importantly, there is only limited data prior to 1 85 0 to visualize how recent European
immigrants were distributed throughout various regions of the United States upon their
entry.
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The Census of 1 85 0 requested that each individual state his place of birth, foreign or
domestic, along with his place of permanent residence as of 1 8 5 0. Table 7 shows where
the foreign-born population that survived, and possibly migrated with improved steam
transportation, in 1 85 0 . Figure 2 1 demonstrates the increasing amplitude in the wave of
European immigrants from 1 820 to 1 962. Although the cycles pertinent to the
Antebellum and Gilded Ages looks relatively small, especially when compared to the surge
of European immigrants in the late nineteenth century, it nevertheless had a profound
impact on all aspects of American life prior to the Civil War.
Here too, Great Britain had a decided edge over American industrialization. The
steady growth of the English population, combined with the acquisition of land from those
unable to support themselves, brought a constant flow of men, women, and children into
urban industrial regions as a means to support themselves and their families. In the United
States the population was growing, but with a vast amount of land still available, many
individuals fi r st turned to agriculture as a means of support.
America had made some inroads in technological development during the Antebellum
period, but still relied on England as a primary source for machine technology and
expertise. When Fulton designed the steam engine to propel the Clermont up the Hudson
in 1 807, he wrote to B oulton and Watt requesting that their engine plant produce each
part in duplicate. Fulton believed that the lack of adequate industrial facilities in the
United States would somehow prevent his technological progress.
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Therefore, the foundation, the infrastructure, and the basis for an industrial economy
had to be further established. The entire country had to be unifi e d physically, as well as
politically. A new labor force, freed from the land, would also have to be made readily
available to work in the factories, mills, and foundries in order to continue increased
industrial production. Ultimately, this would be established through the incorporation of
American steam engine technology in transportation.
Adequate transportation was needed in the United States to help industry flourish and
provide it with a more mobile work force. By 1 808, Albert Gallatin, Jefferson' s
Secretary o f the Treasury had proposed a system of"internal improvements," by which the
nation would be tied together from North to South and East to West, by a network of
federally sponsored turnpikes. Unfortunately, the plan failed because of intense sectional
j ealousies, and the fear that one state might benefit more financially over another.
In the absence of a Federal plan to create arteries of commerce, there grew another
system directed by private and state sponsorship. By the early 1 800's there were over
seventy profit-seeking turnpike companies throughout the Northeast . At the start of the
1 82 0 ' s the number of turnpike companies had multiplied to over a thousand. Since the
cost of construction rather than speed of travel was the main factor, the turnpikes were
built as straight as possible.
The turnpikes were the first effective answer to the transportation challenge.
However, they provided little relief to the labor needs of developing industries. Turnpikes
also provided little economic stimulation and a slow circulation of commerce throughout
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small sections of the nation. By the 1 83 0' s, New England and Pennsylvania had
approximately six million dollars invested in turnpike construction and operation. In many
of these turnpike ventures, almost two-thirds of the funding came from various private
sources, while less than a third came from public sources.
Ultimately, the maj ority of these turnpike ventures failed. Heilbroner and Singer
( 1 999), submit that of the two hundred turnpikes constructed in New England, less than
fiv e-percent were profit able. Many of them were poorly conceived with little or no
planning involved. By the rnid- 1 83 0 ' s, more than half of the turnpike ventures in the
United States had to be either partially or wholly abandoned. Their demise, however, was
hastened by the coming of a new more efficient and profitable means of transportation, the
canal.
Canals and the technology utilized to create them were not a new invention. In the late
1 770' s, the British had built canals to carry coal barges to it industrial and urban centers.
Gallatin, Jefferson' s Secretary of the Treasury, had proposed some form of canal digging
while making national turnpikes. The problem was that whereas the turnpike's cost would
be approximately five to ten thousand dollars to produce per mile, canals were estimated
at a cost of twenty-five to seventy-five dollars per mile. Accompanying the financial
restraints was the problem of time. Turnpikes could be built in a year or two while canals
were proj ected to take about eight years to complete. With the nation's sparseness of
population, and distance between urban centers, canals thus seemed costly for the United
States.
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Despite this fact, in July of 1 8 1 7, an assemblage of ebullient minded men congregated
in a meadow on the outskirts of Rome, New York, and opened a new era of American
history. Not everyone who participated in that brief ceremony that took place at the
western end of the Mohawk Valley that morning was fully cognizant of the significance of
the canal. The remarks of N ew York State Canal Commissioner, Colonel Samuel Young,
were spoken, and conveyed a sense of melodrama. According to Shaw ( 1 966),
Young stated that the canal would diffuse the benefits of internal navigation over a surface
of vast extent, blessing the salubrious climate and luxurious soil in the process At the
conclusion of his dogmatic speech, Young handed a spade to one of the canals'
contractors, and work began on the artificial river.
It was no accident that the beginning of the artificial river's construction took place on
July

411i

DeWitt Clinton, governor of New York, and his benefactors had sagacious

perceptions of American history. The young nation had no date more engraved in its
young history than the anniversary of the Declaration of Independence. If the Erie Canal
proved to be all that its advocates had hoped, it woul d further westward expansion,
increase industrialization and commerce, as well as embellish the nationalistic pride that
disseminated Clinton ' s liberal republicanism. Clinton' s liberal republicanism, and his
contrivance to construct the Erie Canal, represented a growing commitment to cultural
enhancement and the application of Republican machine technology.
Within a year over three thousand workers, largely recent European immigrants, were
digging the canal bed. By the end of 1 8 1 9 a middle section of some seventy-five miles
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was opened to canal boat traffic. By 1 82 5 the artificial river was completed. In parts, the
canal ran along embankments high enough for barge-travelers to look down on the tops of
trees. At one point the artificial river went through seven miles of rock, sometimes to a
depth of twenty-five feet. The canal sailed for miles through flat country, cross by airy
bridges that stitched together the land and frequently forced passengers to duck At a
speed of four miles an hour and a fare of approximately four cents a mile the barges
brought travelers freight, and laborers.
The canal's construction worked a veritable revolution in the economic, social, and
political relationships in this particular region of the United States. E efore the opening of
the Erie Canal, the cost of bringing grain from the western regions of the state to New
York City was approximately three times the value of wheat, six times the value of com,
and ten times the value of oats. Now, overnight, this stifling weight of transportation cost
disappeared. In 1 8 1 7, freight moved from Buffalo to New York City, via wagon, at just
under twenty cents a ton. By the late 1 840' s it was moving at less than one cent a ton.
As a result, the volume of goods entering into commerce soared, tonnage on the Erie
amounted to over fifty-eight thousand by the mid 1 83 0 ' s; by the 1 8 5 0 ' s it had reached
over one million tons. By this time it was apparent that the Erie Canal was importing
stimulus to the development of manufacturing, as well as supplying it with labor. Now
that lowered freight rates took effect, greatly reducing the cost of raw materials; it would
vastly extend the possibilities of marketing the output. It would also mean that
accompanying the development of new industry would be the need for newer and faster
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technologies in order to foster greater industrial in output This would also help supply
industry with a more mobile work force
Traveling by canal was slow, however, effected by the changes of season, and
cumbersome goods were carried through canals on barges towed by horses or mules. The
animals plodded along towpaths on the banks of the canal. A mule could pull through
water a load of fifty times heavier than it could over any turnpike, but the canal animals
could only travel at a human' s pace. What was needed was a new source of power, one
that would replace the energy of the beast and in some cases human as well. Once again
the application of American steam engine technology would provide a source of power
that would ultimately change commerce, transportation, and alter the habits of the labor
force.
The first American to apply steam power to water transportation was John Fitch, a
silversmith and clock maker. According to Hunter ( 1 985), in 1 787, Fitch launched a
steam powered vessel, "The Perseverance, " on the Delaware River. Yet it
would be almost twenty years before steam engine technology would begin to alter the
transportation of goods and people. In 1 807, Robert Fulton' s "Clemont,'' caught the
attention of the nation by making the trip up the Hudson from New York City to Albany
in sixty-two hours. To guard against possible mishaps caused by the steam engine, Fulton
attached large square sails to the ships' masts. Following his successful voyage on the
Hudson, Fulton sought to explore the possibilities of sailing steamboats up and down the
Mississippi River. S hipping freight by keelboat was essentially the only way at t his
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particular time, and was time consuming and costly. Typically farmers floated their
produce downstream to New Orleans where the float boat was usually broken up at the
end of its j ourney and sold for lumber in order to make a profit. The application of steam
engine technology would enable vessels to break the current and transform the Mississippi
River into a two-way traffic route.
By 1 8 1 1 , Nicholas Roosevelt, an associate of Fulton' s built the "New Orleans" on the
Monogahela River in Pittsburgh. Pursell ( 1 969) submits that in the winter of 1 8 1 2 the
ship made the 1 900-mile trip from Pittsburgh to New Orleans in two weeks. Previously
the trip had taken four to six weeks. An even more dramatic break through in the
application of steam engine technology occurred in 1 8 1 5 , when the "Enterprise," was
piloted up the Mississippi from New Orleans to Pittsburgh against the current. The trip
took about three weeks. Before that time a trip upstream by sailor keelboat from New
Orleans to Pittsburgh took five months. Soon, however, dozens of steamboats were
trekking up and down western rivers. By the 1 84 0 ' s there were over five hundred steam
boats carrying freight and passengers.
Steamboats made possible much more up river traffic, reduced labor and shipping
costs, upstream and down. By the early 1 86 0 ' s upstream rates on the Ohio and
Mississippi River' s were almost ten-percent of what they had b een in 1 8 1 5 . Cheaper
down stream rates made it more profi t able for merchant capitalists to expand their
business ventures. With increased commerce on western rivers, western settlements
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would ultimately increase in size, in the process providing a larger and more diverse
workforce for urban industrial centers.
The desire by industry for an even more efficient and faster means of transporting
commerce and workers would soon be needed. The factory system had been firmly
established in New England, the Midwest, and throughout most of the South. The next
region to include westward expansion would be the West. The solution to the paradox
would come from another application of American steam engine technology the
"Railroad. "
When the steam locomotive migrated t o America, they first appeued not as the main
agents of the necessary transportation infrastructure, but as its capstone, The Baltimore
And Ohio line, the first commercial operating steam railway in the United States, did not
commence operation over its tracks until the late 1 82 0 ' s . While the Erie, Ohio and other
canal proj ects were booming, only about eighty miles of tracks had been laid down in the
United States. As the Erie Canal and Fulton' s Clermont had b een successful, many
individuals of the 1 820' s believed that railroads would never amount to much.
These doubts were somewhat understandable at the time. Rails were made of flat
strips of iron fastened to pieces of wood with metal spikes. Frequently the spikes would
loosen and the rails would bend under the weight of the wheels and engine. Engines
sometimes caught fire or jumped the tracks. The locomotives were viewed by some to run
at "unhealthy,'' or "unsafe," speeds.
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However, by the 1 840' s, it was clear that doubts about the success of the railroad had
b een ill founded. According to Pursell ( 1 986), in 1 840 thirty-three-hundred miles of
canals had b een dug and thirty-five hundred miles of rail track had been laid throughout
the Eastern and Midwestern regions of the United States. Rapidly improving steam engine
technology had put to rest the fears of the past. In 1 84 5 , over nine thousand miles of rail
track were laid down in the United States. By the 1 8 5 0 ' s, over twenty-five thousand
more miles of rail track had been put in place, connecting urban centers and industry
throughout much of the country (Figure 22). During the early 1 8 5 0 ' s, over two hundred
million dollars would be spent on railroad building in the United States.
This particular sum was larger than the entire investment of the previous decades in
turnpikes, or canals. Hunter ( 1 986), suggests that the construction costs of a single mile
of well-built railroad track was enough to pay for a fully equipped steamboat of average
size. Even a small railroad, thirty to forty miles long required about one million dollars in
capital in comparison to the textile mills that had been built in Lowell, Massachusetts that
required about seven-hundred thousand dollars. By the start of the Civil War railroads
had become the first billion-dollar industry in the United States.
The impact of the improvement of steam engine technology and railroadization was
profound. Railroads were viewed by some as merely an advance in transportation and did
not in themselves initiate the nation' s industrial growth. The railroads imparted a different
type of stimulus to the nations economic transformation. Like canals and steamboats, the
railroads also cheapened rates and brought new workers to urban industrial centers, but
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unlike the canals, they were not effected by seasonal changes. More than the canals and
the riverboats of the Mississippi, the railroads served as a stimuli for the development of
crucial industries such as iron, steel, and engine manufacturing. Railroads consumed more
than forty-percent of the iron and steel produced during this particular period of industrial
and urban expansion.
Unlike the canals and steamboats, the railroads mobilized the industrial imagination of
the United States. In Leo Marx, The Machine in the Garden, a Swedish novelist visiting
America prior to the Civil War, noted that boys in school amused themselves by drawing
steam locomotives in motion, smoke always. The novelist concluded by suggesting that
the "interest in steam engine locomotives had a profound connection with life in this
country. "
More importantly, the improvement and further development of steam engine
locomotives were much more effective than the canals and steamboats in stimulating the
flow of capital into the economy. A large proportion of this, approximately three-quarters
came from private investors, a complete reverse of the financing of the canals. As early as
1 83 8, the Eastern Railroad of Massachusetts and the Pennsylvania Railroads were being
financed almost entirely by getting contributions going door to door. In the Midwest,
farmer ' s often-mortgaged parts of their property to help finance short rail lines that would
go through their regions. Manufacturers underwrote the maj ority of short rail lines that
connected to their business.
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The railroad never lacked investors eager to put their money to work through rails,
steam engines, or cars. Many European investors rushed to buy a piece of the American
railway shares. By the 1 85 0 ' s approximately one-quarter of all American railroad bonds
were foreign owned. Railroads had become an effective means of transportation for the
industrial development of the nation.
Despite the ability of the railroads to provide a more mobile labor force, factory
owners had almost exhausted the labor force of native-born American men, women, and
children. A growing pool of Irish, German, and Italian workers began to stream into the
urban industrial centers. Many of them were desperate for work, willing to take almost
anything, and move anywhere in order to support themselves and their families.
For example, in the mills of Fall River, Massachusetts, in the late 1 82 0 ' s only one
quarter of the operatives were foreign b orn. However, by the early 1 8 5 0 ' s over half of
those working in the textile mills in Fall River were recent Irish immigrants. Many of
these Irish immigrants had landed in urban regions, such as Boston, and migrated to the
best place to sell their labor. The textile mills in Lowell, Massachusetts provide another
example of the changing composition of the labor force following the introduction of
steam engine technology. According to Dublin ( 1 9 8 3 ), in 1 84 5 , there were more than
ninety-five percent native born American female and male laborers employed in the mills;
by 1 8 5 5 more than sixty- percent were Irish immigrants. Not only did the ethnic
composition of laborers change, but also the gender ratio within the work place. By 1 860,
less than twenty p ercent of the workers in the Lowell mills were male.
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The recruiting efforts of mill and factory owners were greatly assisted by the
application of steam engine technology to locomotives This particular advancement made
industrial communities more accessible to recent immigrants and other property less
workers With the uninterrupted necessity to supply expanding industry with workers,
factory owners continued to look for other means to supply their labor needs. Heilbroner
and Singer ( 1 999), submit that in 1 83 0, the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Companies sent
agents to Europe to recruit Irish laborers from the famine-ridden counties of Galway and
Clare at rates far below prevailing American levels. Immigrants accepted work on the
canals under depressed conditions that broke about fi v e-percent of the work force each
year due to fever and other diseases. Because of the availability of railroadization many
recent immigrants could now move to factory towns where they would form the first
permanent urban proletariat in American society
Even more disquieting to recent European immigrants during the Antebellum and
Gilded Ages were the conditions of life and labor in mining towns. Unlike the textile
villages of Lowell, or the canal corridors of the Erie, the mining towns still remained
somewhat removed from civilization. In the early days of mining, before the railroads and
corporations controlled the industry, mining communities in America were quite similar to
feudal villages, with one difference. The similarity was that the master ' s home was the
manor and the mineworkers his serfs. Another significant difference was that the masters
owed their industrial serfs' none of the reciprocal obligations that were part of the
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European feudal system. As the American mining industry b egan to grow, and become
directly connected to the rail lines, mine operators utilized the same recruiting tactics that
the mill owners had . In the late 1 84 0 ' s, over one-thousand Irish, Italian, and Slavic miners
were recruited by agents to work in the Pennsylvania coal fields
Life in the mining towns differed little from the textile mills of Lowell. Miners worked
long hours lived in poorly built housing. The housing, as was the case in Lowell, was
owned and operated by the mining company. Frequently, due to the family' s financial
situation, children were forced to work in the same hazardous conditions of the mines as
their fathers. Meltzer ( 1 967) submits that by 1 870, approximately ten thousand boys,
below the age of sixteen, worked in coalmines throughout the United States.
The influx of various European immigrant groups rapidly swelled in the developing
urban industrial centers from 1 820 to 1 8 5 0 . Kirkland ( 1 96 1 ) suggests that European
immigration rose from roughly ten thousand too ninety thousand a year; by 1 8 5 0 it had
tripled and by 1 860 it was well over five-hundred-thousand. More than half of the
increase in non-slave workforce between 1 83 0 and 1 860 was supplied by foreign-born
labor.
The swelling tide of immigrant laborers was not merely a continuation of the initial
migration that had founded the republic. Those earlier arrivals from Europe had been
literate, skilled, and eager to establish their own independence, socially, politically, and
financially. The wave of European immigrants arriving during the Antebellum and Gilded
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Age, by and large, were predominantly illiterate, unskilled, and easily exploited in the
labor market
Although the role played by the immigrant worker was important to the development
of the urban proletariat in America, it did present much b roader problems during each of
these particular periods of technological and social change. Marx ( 1 992) and Weber
( 1 978) held that capitalism could not function without a property less proletariat . This
i ncluded a mass labor force that had little choice but to sell their labor on the market,
frequently accepting whatever terms or conditions the market offered.
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Conclusion

The Industrial Revolution would most likely have occurred in Great Britain and the
United States when it did without the steam engine. However, it would most likely have
developed at a much slower pace. The impact of steam engine technology could not have
been more important to the mounting demands for industrial power in each nation As no
such alternative technology became available until the start of the second half of the
nineteenth century, the theory and practice of the internal combustion engine relied heavily
upon the previous research and success of the steam engine.
It is doubtful that Great Britain would have achieved its leadership in the early phases
of industrialization without the aid of steam engine machinery. It is also unlikely that
through the migration and Americanization of such technology that the United States
would have eventually surpassed Great B ritain as an industrial power. Although steam
technology was only one among several important technologies developed (i e textile
machinery); it is easy to see the steam engine as the instrument where by England was able
to establish itself as industrial, economic, and political leader. However, as steam engine
technology was transmitted to the United States, the role of industrial, political, and
economic power was reversed.
At the onset of the nineteenth century the industrial, political and economic successes
were obscured by the events that had taken place in Europe. Europe was locked in an
ideological and military struggle between the forces of France, transformed politically by
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the French Revolution, and those of the other nations fighting to preserve themselves from
the scourges of French militarism and Jacobinism. Great Britain, secure in its island
fortress, avoided the former for the time being, and the successive governments sought to
restrict the spread of radical and democratic tendencies amongst the masses. Britain
enjoyed a self-confidence and relative prosperity in this conflict that was not shared by
either its allies or enemies, despite the fact that France had remained larger and wealthier
than England This dominance was based primarily on their command of the seas
Victory against France marked the successful culmination for Great Britain of a closely
fought struggle for commercial and mercantile superiority in world markets.
This sense of confidence was also based on the consciousness of a rising population,
manifested in the bustling activity of rapidly growing urban centers. Even more important
than these factors, was a distinct rise in national confidence with the inherent achievements
in machine technology and the possibilities of its applications. The idea that a rising
population could be combined with a higher standard of living permeated through British
society This promise of rising productivity was the first-fruit and most abiding
achievement of the British Industrial Revolution. Its fulfillment reinforced the national
self-confi d ence and focused attention on the economic and social transformation of British
society
Fundamental to the success of the B ritish Industrial Revolution was the achievement of
certain key industries in securing massive increases in productivity. The iron and steel
industry did this over a century by replacing charcoal as the primary fuel, in the process
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the techniques for producing cast iron were perfected. Thus, in the process, producing
steel in larger quantities, as well as making it cheaper to other industries.
The food industries achieved similar success during the same period through massive
reorganization of B ritish farming and the introduction of new agricultural technologies.
The cotton textile industry was able to accomplish this feat in less time, during which it
was transformed from a domestic industry of home production, into a mechanized,
factory- regimented urban industry. This particular transformation included utilizing every
aspect of labor to continue increased production, including the exploitation of children.
However, despite these industrial developments there remained the r roblem of
overcoming the shortage of power to continue industrial production. Without the
application of the steam engine this shortage would have ultimately curtailed British
industrial expansion .
Even with the improvements in water wheel design, there still was not enough power
from natural resources alone to meet the demands of industrial growth in B ritain.
Therefore, the development of steam engine technology directly coincided with the
escalating need for greater industrial power. This particular need would be supplied
through programs of continuing improvements in steam technology. This technical
progress, which began in the late eighteenth century, continued through much of the
nineteenth century as well. During this particular period, steam engine technology became
an essential ingredient to British industrial supremacy.
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As the migration of British steam engine machinery to the United States occurred, it
too became a quintessential component to American industrial and technological
ascendancy. Consequently, the correlation b etween the American application of steam
power and urban industrialization that occurred during the Antebellum and Gilded Ages,
can be derived from the data supplied on the various uses of steam engine technology i n
the 1 83 0' s. Further data to support these fi n dings can also be visualized in the growth and
transformation of European immigrants to an urban proletariat in the United States during
these particular periods. Here, I believe that there are three closely associated trends that
standout in the multi-faceted process of industrialization that differed from its British
predecessor. Each step of American industrialization directly interacted with the other,
and can be correlated to the application of steam technology to industry and
transportation. This was particularly important because of the shortage of labor that in the
United States during the Antebellum Period.
By the early 1 840' s rapidly growing urban centers had established a preeminent part in
industrialization, and the incorporation of America. The only way that this could have
occurred at the pace that it did would have been through the Americanization of B ritish
steam engine technology. Additionally, b esides supplying power to industry,
improvements in transportation (i . e . steamboat and locomotive) brought native-born and
recent European immigrant laborers to expanding urban industrial centers. B ecause of the
lack of feasible alternatives in both power and transportation, steam technology
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provided the necessary energy to increase industrial production, as well as supply
manufacturers with the labor it required for westward expansion.
Many of the early manufacturing villages, such as those described in F. C. Wallace' s,
Rockdale, owed much of their existence to waterpower. The same features were
prominent for the establishment of the textile mills of Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
Many of these and other early industrial settings had long enj oyed their rural situation, and
the seemingly abundance of low-cost timber for fuel. However, local supplies of wood
were becoming scarce, requiring the need for more expensive fuels to continue industrial
expansion. The need to power the plant and its machinery required

a

source of power that

would be efficient and required little expense to maintain. Steam engine technology would
not only provide a solution to each of these problems, but would eventually help solve the
labor shortage as well. As industry spread westward, the transition from a predominantly
agrarian to and industrial society began to take shape across America. The b alance
between the farm and city had also shifted, where marketing facilities were now able to
bring savings in the transport of commerce and labor directly to industry.
To continue to control the means of production, industry would again seek to improve
commerce through the employment of another technology. The construction of the Erie
and Ohio Canals provided a means of shipping larger amounts of commerce cheaper, but
were slow and limited to seasonal use. The construction of the Erie would be
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suppl emented by a growing European immigrant labor force, especially from I reland.
Fulton' s "Clermont," had proved to be a success and would give cheap quick conveyance
to capitalists in New York, and eventually on the Mississippi, Missouri, and other western
nvers.
Prior to the application and improvement of steam engine technology, supplied by
steamboats and locomotives, America could not find enough laborers to support its
growing industrial sectors. This particular factor was especially true if the land remained
cheap and available to exploit For example, the Lowell system of textile production had
benefited first from the influx of female laborers leaving their family' s farms, and later
benefiting from recent European immigrants, each group supplying their labor cheaply to
the mills Many of the women coming from the nearby farms communities, worked for a
short period, then returned home too possibly marry. Accompanying the incorporation of
steam powered transportation, came the creation of a new more mobile labor force This
labor force was not only more mobile and ethnically diverse, but also willing to perform
hard work for lower wages regardless of its location. Ultimately, this meant being more
transient, willing to work and travel on canals, steamboats, or rail to urban industrial
centers for jobs. This was especially true of the recent European immigrant during the late
Antebellum and Gilded Ages who sought to establish themselves as part of American
society.
The market based relationship that first cushioned the mills of Lowell, the building of
the Erie Canal, the commercialization of steamboats and railroads, harshly
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impersonalized the purchase of labor. In the process, gradually replacing the traditional
employer-apprentice relationships of pre-capitalist America. The same transformations
that were altering t he material aspects of American society were bringing into being an
organization of labor that would irreversibly change the original aspects of a once
predominantly agrarian nation of independent working men and women. The newly
developing transient labor force of land less native-born Americans and recent European
immigrants would supply the factory hands necessary for urban industrialization and
westward expansion.
Urban industrialization continued to gain momentum in Antebellu n and Gilded Age
America. By the 1 8 5 0 ' s, manufacturing had taken an increasing role in influencing labor
patterns. New York and Philadelphia, two of the nation ' s largest cities, and leading
manufactures had twenty-percent of their total population working in industry, compared
to only five-percent during the 1 82 0 ' s. Approximately fifteen-percent of the total
populations of such urban centers as Chicago, B altimore, Saint Louis, and New Orleans
pursued some sort of industrial occupation. By the early 1 8 5 0 ' s, each of these urban areas
had almost thirty-percent of their population working in manufacturing.
The industrialization and urbanization of the American economy can also be directly
linked to the transformation of the national transportation system during the Antebellum
and Gilded Ages. Steam locomotives began to replace waterways as the main structure of
the economy in transporting commerce and supplying labor to growing urban
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industrial centers. The deficiencies of water transportation were becoming increasingly
apparent, and seemed to be an obstacle to the incorporation of steam technology.
The main lines of water transportation limited the scale of manufacturing. In many
instances, goods had to be hauled over land in order to be loaded on a canal vessel . This
produced higher costs to manufacturers, as well as limiting the manufacturers access to
various markets throughout the nation. Thus, the development of Railway transportation
would become as vital to industrialization as the stationary steam engine, used in industrial
production prior to 1 85 0 . B efore 1 85 0 the role of the steam engine had been a novelty, a
supplemental means of transport. Steam locomotives became more numerous, but their
usefulness was limited by primitive equipment, and lack of interconnections to populated
urban centers. The chief function of the railways prior to the 1 85 0 ' s was to provide
connecting links between local municipalities, and serve as feeders to the canals for
commercial trade.
The greatest increase in the number and mileage of rail lines occurred during the late
1 8 5 0 ' s and early 1 860' s. The extension of rail lines and interconnecting services touched
not only various water routes, but also rural towns and small villages that had not been
reached before. The steam locomotives faster, all-weather operation, and cheap rates,
provided the means of establishing a national market for commerce and labor. Something
that the canals and steamboats had begun years before. This particular factor, in turn was
an essential piece to the advancement of urban industrialization. Cheaper long-distance
steam powered transportation made possible concentrations of
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manufacturing at especially favorable points on the railroad's network of interconnecting
track, this occurred in terms of raw materials and new markets.
In conclusion, the application of B ritish steam engine technology, in industry and
transportation, aided in the solution to the problems related to the shortage of labor that
had hindered American industry prior to the 1 8 5 0 ' s. This particular phenomena not only
occurred on a local level, but regional and national as well. Growing industrial cities and
towns, particularly in the West, were now able to meet the competition brought by steam
powered transportation. By doing so, they had contributed to the growth of an urban
proletariat and the eventual incorporation of Antebellum and Gilded Age America.
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Appendix A .
Curriculum Development and Lesson Plan Format for One Semester:
Content A rea: A merican Studies. Secondary and Post-secondary survey of
The Industrialization ofAmerica: 1 790-1860.
Course Objectives.

I

Classroom obj ectives will be achieved by helping students formulate a better
understanding of specific concepts, and research skills regarding the industrialization of
America during the Antebellum and Gilded Ages. This will be accomplished through
classroom lectures and media presentations. Student will be asked to complete required
readings, essay based tests, and a formal research proj ect in order to:
1.

T o understand the economic and social structure o f an agrarian society which
existed in America prior to industrialization.

2.

To discern the nature and effect of changes on society and individuals as the United
States began to move from a predominantly agrarian to industrial economy.

3

To describe historical events and personal experiences of those individuals who
lived during this particular period of change.

4.

To explore the meaning of American culture by identifying the key ideas, beliefs,
patterns of behavior, and traditions that defined the members of American society

5.

To defi n e and understand basic economic concepts such a s supply and demand
markets resources, and economic systems.

6.

To interpret how each of these factors required individuals and the nation to make
choices that involve costs and future considerations.
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7.

To develop conclusions about economic issues and consequences by creating
statements that summarized findings and possible solutions.

8.

To depict the relationships between people and the various environments they
interacted with (i.e. work, home) as well as the connection between people and
places.

9.

To use a number of research skills (i e. computer databases, periodicals, census and
labor reports, maps, and literature) to gather information about issues and potential
problems regarding urban industrialization.

10.

To examine how the transatlantic transfer of British machine technology effected

American industrialization.
II

Materials.

Also included in this course will be the utilization of various media (i. e . film, video, and
slides) used to visualize the effects of industrialization on American life during the
Antebellum and Gilded Ages.
!II

Content Outhne.
A.

Portrait ofthe United States. 1 790-1850.
1.

Agriculturally based economy.
a.

How did social and economic life change as America began to move

from an agrarian to an industrial society?
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Assigned Reading(s) from Wallace, F . C , Rockdale,

Mc Gaw, l A , Making and Doing Things, From
the Colonial Era to 1 8 5 0 .
2

Urban centers located on the Atlantic Coast, the Midwest, and the South.

J

L ack of adequate transportation systems.
B.

Patterns ofcommunity organization, work, and famifv life during the
transition from an agrarian to industrial society.

Reaction by members o f the middle and labor classes to industrialization and

l.

the application of machine technology.
a.

What were the political, social, and geographical factors that contributed
to this transformation?

Assigned Reading(s) From Gutman, H G Work, Culture & Society
'J'echnological changes altered the waypeople li ved and worked

c

1.

The utilization of steam powered machinery in agriculture and industry
a.

How did the rise of machine technology effect American

industrialization, urbanization, and labor patterns during the
Antebellum and Gilded Ages?
2.

Improved transpo1iation (i . e . turnpikes, canals, steamboats, locomotives)
which made travel easier and augmented commerce.

J

Turnpike companies, Erie Canal, F ulton ' s "Clermont," traverses the
Hudson River, the railroad connects rural and urban America.
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a.

Reasons/or improving roads and building the Erie Canal

h.

Technology involved in improving transportation (i. e. steam engine).

c.

The employment of steam engine technology in navigation and
locomotives.

d
e.

Types and source of labor: native-born, ethnic, and racial labor force.
Results of improved transportation.

Assigned Readhzg(.s) from • Pursell C . W . , Early Stationary Steam

Engines• A Study in the Migration of Technology, Jones, l , A Social
History of Laboring Classes, From Colonial Times to the Present,
S herief, C , The Aliificial River The E rie Canal and the Paradox of
Progress, 1 8 1 7- 1 876.
D.

J he impact o(industrialization and technologicalprogress on members of
the middle and labor classes, their families, and communities.
1.

An

increase i n the production o f goods for industrial use rather than

personal .
2.

Goods now produced by industry that were formally produced at home.

J.

The emergence of a new work ethic.

A ssigned Reading(.\) fi·om Heilbroner & Singer, The Economic

Transformation of America 1 600 to the Present
E.

Family roles changed, directly e{fectingAmerican society
I.

Changing economic role of women, at home and in the work place.
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2.

Childhood becomes a less distinct stage o f life (i e child labor, educational
reform).

Ass;gned Reading(s) From Dublin, T . , Women at Work : The

Transformation of Work and Community in Lowell,
Massachusetts J 826- 1 876, Cahn & Cahn, No Time for SchooL
No Time for Play The Story of Child Labor in America.
F

An American Culture Emerges.
l.

Literature
a.

The Education of Henry Adams and Marx, L , The Machine in the

Garden .
2.

Art
b.

G

The Hudson River School and the drawings of Robert Fulton.

American Urban industrialization 1 850.
I.

The size and shape of urban and rural communities

2.

Environmental impact due to the exploitation of natural resources.

3.

Industry and machine technology- human modification and adaptation to
the physical environment .

4.

The ethnic and cultural diversity of individuals living and working within
larger communities throughout the United States.
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5.

The effects o f railroadization on urban industrialization.
A ssigned Reading(5) from Cowan, R S A Social History
,

of Machine Technology, Chudacoff and Smith, The Evolution
of American Urban Society.

IV

Closure.

The final project for the course will require students to produce a formal research
paper. The content of this paper will involve a through examination of the technological
changes that occurred during the American Industrial Revolution anc how they relate to
technological changes effecting American society today (i.e. computers, Internet,
mechanized automation).
v

Evaluation.

The evaluation will reflect an assessment of learning obj ectives, subj ect
mater presentation and materials utilized in the course throughout the semester.
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Appendix B.
C11rric11/11111 Development and Lesson Plan:
St11denf Handout:
Historical Overview

T he Development of Steam Engine Technology

By

Mark Stephen Stanzione
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Introduction

James Watt's invention of the steam engine was one of the greatest technological
accomplishments in world history. Prior to its introduction, man depended on human,
animal muscle or power generated by wind or water. By converting the heat energy in
steam to a mechanical motion, the steam engine was the world's first primary source of
mechanical motive power. Introduced in 1 776, it was the world ' s first primary machine, a
machine that could power other machines.
Unlike the water wheel that required running water or the windmill that needed a good
breeze, the steam engine could be placed almost anywhere and could be used at any time.
The steam engine could utilize almost any source of heat and could be fueled by anything
that would burn It was easily adaptable because it delivered full rate torque at any speed
from rest to full throttle; exact speeds could be maintained; and speeds could be varied by
the operator.
Its enormous flexibility permitted it to be used in pumping plants, coal mines, as well as
providing factories with a source of heat and motive power. Utilizing shafts and pulleys,
the power could be transmitted to dozens of different machines, making it ideally suited
for machine shops, textile and sawmills. Its high torque and dependability also made it
ideal for propelling steamboats and locomotives, which made possible the railroads. As
the nineteenth century progressed it was used to drive air compressors, refrigeration units,
and electrical generators.
The steam engine remained the world's primary source of motive power until well into
the twentieth century, when it was gradually replaced by internal combustion and diesel
engines Many steam engines are still in use today. Because of the steam engine's ability
to burn wood, a renewable energy resource, and its relatively low impact on the
environment, some individuals believe that the use of the steam engine will continue to
grow in years to come.
The A eolipile

In the first century AD, Greek mathematician and physicist Hero of Alexandria
invented a device that he called the aeolipile (Figure 1 ) It demonstrated that energy
derived from heat could be utilized to perform work. Hero ' s invention consisted of a
metal globe mounted between two tubes that proj ected upward from a steam boiler. The
bent upper ends of the tubes went into holes on each side of the globe. These fixtures not
only supported the globe, but also provided a means for the steam to travel to the device
from the boiler. Bent nozzles were attached to opposite sides of the globe and as steam
escaped through them, it caused the globe to rotate. This was the earliest form of steam
engine technology. Unfortunately, Hero never applied this device to any practical use.
.
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Seventeenth Century Steam Engine Inventors

By the mid- 1 600's, the B ritish had all but used most of the great forests that had once
covered much of England, utilizing the timber for constructing buildings and ships.
However, most of the wood was primarily used for fuel Facing an energy crisis, England
was forced to look for a supplemental means of fuel This fact caused the nation to turn
to coal Most of England ' s coalmines were located along the coasts and many of the
tunnels actually extended below sea level. Because of this factor, many of the mines were
constantly filled with water. Mine operators frequently used horses to help lift out buckets
of water one at a time.
The problems of l ifting water by pump led to the discovery of the vacuum, and in turn,
the vacuum pump, developed by German scientist Otto von Guericke in 1 654. Von
Guericke' s work with vacuum pumps stimulated fu11her experiments, such as those by
Robert Boyle of England who had investigated the properties of atmospheric pressure and
gases
French historians have suggested that Denis Papin invented the first real steam engine
In 1 679, P apin invented a safety valve for a pressure cooker he had experimented with.
Papin had experimented with pressure vessels and built several piston pumps, first driven
by gunpowder and later by steam. Papin conceived the idea of building a cylinder engine
in which the piston operated by steam. However, Papin never fully developed his steam
engine designs until the early 1 700' s.
T homas Saverv and Hi.;' Steam Pump

In 1 69 5 , Thomas Savery of Great B ritain introduced a new pump, which he called the
"Miner' s Friend " Rather than utilizing Papin' s vacuum pump principles, Savery
abandoned the use of a piston, and forced steam into a receiver. The receiver was part of
a tube extending down into the water to be removed (Figure 2)
Although Savery' s design was essentially viable, the available metal would simply not
withstand the high steam pressure and often burst The steam heat that melted the solder
used to hold the metal j oints together compounded the situation. Savery' s most important
contribution was introduction of a separate boiler to produce steam.
Thomas Newcomen 's Steam Pump

Strangely, it was the failures experienced by Savery' s steam inventions that would
bring success to another inventor, and his eventual partner. His name was Thomas
Newcomen, an ironmonger from Dartmouth, England Newcomen and his associate, John
Calley, a plumber by trade, frequently traveled from mine to mine ding metal work on site
and became quiet familiar with the drainage problem. N ewcomen and Calley began
working with the theories of steam power established by Guericke, Papin, and S avery.
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Newcomen began by building on the ideas of his predecessors. He adapted Savery ' s
idea of a separate boiler, but obtained a beehive shaped dome already in use i n the British
brewing trade for boiling malt Like the brewers, Newcomen situated his boiler in a brick
housing directly over the grate where hot air could circulate around the boiler.
Next, Newcomen adapted Papin' s idea of using a piston moving up and down inside a
cylinder. When Newcomen was performing his experiments, precision machine tools had
not yet been invented, and N ewcomen had a difficult time getting a tight fit between the
piston and the cylinder wall. There was so much space between them that the steam was
able to leak out Rather than moving the piston, Newcomen decided to cover the top of
the piston with water, which acted as a seal (Figure 3 ) .
While Newcomen was experimenting with his engine design, the water used a s a seal
leaked down into the cylinder. As soon as the cold water combined with the steam, it
caused it to rapidly condense forming a vacuum. Newcomen was so impressed with this
power that he adapted it to his engine design.
Soon, there were hundreds of Newcomen engines throughout Great Britain, however,
the engine was not energy efficient. It was impractical to operate the engines anywhere
except in the coal mine regions, where fuel was readily available and virtually free.
Newcomen' s steam pumps were also massive and required their own separate building.
Figure seven shows a 1 7 1 2 installation of his engine design near Dudley Castle (Figure 4)
This particular engine was invented and designed in cooperation with Thomas Savery.
James Watt 's S team Engine Design

I n 1 75 7, Scotsman James Watt traveled to Glasgow, where he proceeded to open a
shop that produced mathematical instruments such as compasses and scales. There he
became a friend with a scientist named Joseph Black, who had developed the concept of
latent heat In 1 764, the university asked Watt to repair a model ofNewcomen' s steam
pump . Watt quickly discovered that the machine was grossly inefficient. After several
attempts to improve on the flaws in Newcomen' s design, Watt realized that the cylinder
was being required to perform two conflicting tasks. The cylinder had to be boiling hot to
keep the steam from condensing too early, and it had to be cold to condense the steam at
the right time. Once Watt identified the problem, he came up with a solution : separate the
two tasks. This was successfully accomplished by adding a second, cylinder for the
condensing function (Figure 5 ) .
It was shortly after this particular development that Watt was introduced to John
Roebuck Roebuck, the founder of the Caron Iron Warks, encouraged Watt to construct
his new steam engine design. Watt and Roebuck entered into a partnership in 1 768. The
partnership produced several small prototype steam engines, with the help of Joseph
Black The following year, Watt had secured a patent on his new steam engine design.
Watt had eliminated the water seal on the top of the piston, because it cooled the cylinder
too quickly. With the elimination of the seal, the piston had to fit perfectly. Although
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Watt had patented his machine; he could not produce a workable model because none of
the iron works shops could cast a cylinder accurately enough to achieve the required
prec1s10n.
Nothing came of this first engine and Watt spent the next few years working as a
surveyor marking out routes for canals in Scotland that ultimately hindered any further
progress on his steam engine design. After Roebuck ran into financial problems in 1 772,
Matthew Boulton of the Soho Iron Works in Birmingham, England took over Roebuck ' s
share i n Watt ' s engine patent Hearing of this event, Watt emigrated to Birmingham,
England in 1 774. S hortly after Watt' s patent was extended by an act of Parliament, he
and Boulton established a partnership that would last for twenty-five years. During that
time, they would manufacture over five hundred steam engines. It was Boulton' s political
and financial ties that made it possible for continued progress with Watt' s engine design.
During the next five years Watt spent long periods in Cornwall, England, where he
installed and supervised numerous pumping engines for cooper and tin mining. In 1 78 1 ,
B oulton, foreseeing the emergence of new markets in corn, and cotton, urged Watt to
start working on a rotary motion for the steam engine to replace the reciprocating action
of his original design. Watt did so, and in 1 78 1 introduced his "Sun and Planet," gear
system. The following year Watt patented the double action engine E ach stroke of the
engine would result in two turns of a shaft. Prior to its introduction, steam was used to
push the piston in one direction and the vacuum caused by the condenser pulled it in the
other direction. Watt' s new engine design utilized a sliding valve to apply steam and
vacuum to one side of the piston, and then to the other (Figure 6).
Watt continued his attempts to improve steam engine design. He turned his attention
to the design of the boiler. In 1 7 1 2, Thomas Newcomen had designed a new boiler from
his steam pump experiments and made it in the shape of a spherical pressure cooker. By
the end of the late eighteenth century, Watt elongated Newcomen' s boiler and flattened
the ends. The results of Watt' s improvements were called the "Wagon Boiler," (Figure 7)
Watt ' s engine designs caused a great deal of interest throughout Europe and the
United States as well. In 1 804, English mechanic Richard Trevithick, applied Watt ' s
engine design by building the first steam powered locomotive at the Coalbrookdale Iron
Works. Since Trevithick feared that smooth wheels would slip on a smooth rail, his first
locomotive had both a geared track and rails (Figure 8). Iron master Samuel Monfrey, an
associate of Trevithick' s, urged him to construct a second locomotive using smooth
wheels and rails. In 1 804, Richard Trevithick' s steam locomotive was tested on the Peny
Darren-Abercynon line. Empty, the locomotive achieved speeds of up to thirty-two miles
per hour, loaded with six tons of freight, its speeds dropped to fi ft een miles per hour.
Although others experimented with using steam engines for locomotive, their designs
could not compete financially with those that had been adapted to steamboats. It was not
until Robert Stephenson's "Rocket," of 1 829, that the high speed steam locomotive
became financially competitive in Europe and the United States (Figure, 9).
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Robert Fulton Commercializes A merican Steamboat Transportation

Before the eventual triumph of Robert Fulton's "Clermont,'' on the Hudson River in
1 807, more than a dozen Americans had experimented with steam power as a means of
transportation. Inventors such as James Rumsey, James Fitch, and John Steven' s all had
some success with the employment of steam engine technology. John Fitch in the early
l 790 ' s, had designed, built, and operated a steam-powered vessel that ran as a common
carrier from Philadelphia across the Delaware River to New Jersey and back. The success
of Robert Fulton's Clermont was not in utilizing steam engine technology for
transportation, but over coming the handicaps that had hindered previous inventors. The
first step in accomplishing this task, however, was to purchase and transport to the United
States, a B oulton and Watt atmospheric steam engine from England. Fulton' s next step
was to improve on the engine's design by adapting it to the scale of the Clermont (Figure
1 0) .
In the spring o f 1 807, Fulton had successfully adapted the Boulton and Watt engine to
the Clermont. The vessel was christened and launched from the E ast River in New York
City headed up the Hudson to Albany, New York. Fulton ' s construction of the Clermont
opened the door for further use of steam engine technology as a mean of faster
transportation, and westward expansion.
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be !"e?.dy 0;1 t h e i r arrivaL nn-keepe r s or boat1n e n , who bt· i n 12; passen g e.rs on _bcard : 01· ta e
thc:m ash.ore, from any part of the rt Yer, w1U

�

�

be allowed o n e s h i i l i n g for e:i.ch p e r son.
Prices of flassage-frcm Ne'::J · York,
To \V � s t Po:iint,
S3
� 25
Ne\vburgh,
4
Pough keepsie1
4 25
Esopns,
4 50
� e d h ook,
5
·Hu<lHon,
7
Albany,
From .!llbcmy,

To

Hudson,
Reel hook,

�

50 ·•
4.
4 50·
7
Nrµw-Yo�k,
• All ot h e r w a y passen �ers · are to pa� at · tn'e
l"ate of o n e dollar for ever}' t w enty m 1 1 e s , and
]ial f i1 dollar for every meal they th i n k proper

Esortis,

Pou � h k e e psie,
Ne,� b u r .,. h and 'Nest Point,

to h ave.

0

; •dinner. willibe. served up. exactly at
2 o'cloc k ; te a,'with�� .eats, · which. is .also sup
per, �.t 8 i n t h e eve n i n g ; and ·breakfast at 9 in
t h e morn i n g :. no one has a claim'On the str.W·
ar<l for >rio;tuals at any other hour.
on b o ar d

STE.t)t�lt.O·A;T.
The rulu ...;h ich are rn2de for order and.;ieatru:fa,in tl'9o
boat, ore n o t ro be > !:rn fed
judg menr Iha.ff be ;ic-·
co:di.ng to tbe letter .,f the. law.
G.entkrnen w i lli
io!\ well t o fo public and u feful �n · clhbl i fh ment,
w i l l fee the propriety of lhi& j u.!?�, ;nd tho irn•
propriety . o f \he le•fl impoutioo. on t� pur� or feel
ing� of any . iqd i.,idual .
:ron: .TH!!: N O R T H R I VER

The Back . Cabin ; of i2 bi rths, but whicli
wil l acco'mmodate J�S persons. i s exclusiv1; ly
for tl:e. Ladies and their children. · They w h o
fi r s t apply and- e nter t h e i r n a m es o n � h e book,
:md at the same time pay t he i r passage- m o ·
n e y , s h a l l have ·the choice of 1 Z bi.rths.
Any
gre.:! t e r number of pei:-som1 will b e accc;mim o·
dated with sophos -Or cross locker.s .
The Great Cabin, of 2 4 births; which ,:,ill
accom modate SS pdi'Wn s, is. . for . Gentlem en.
T h e fi r s t who apply and entenhei r.,riames i a
the b o o k , a t t h e : :.a m e tim� paying their pas·
sage-mone y, \Tj!l have theit- choice of the 24.
births. .Any greater number of persons . wiH
be acc ommodated '\v ith sophas.
T h e Fore Cabin,:cf 16 bi rHts, ·will ascom
m o <l ate 2� persons. The �rst\Yho -apply, ,on
enterin g-their name.s and pay i n g their passage-.
m o n e y , 'vill have· the choi� o hhe. births. A•
ny g-reater number 6f persons will be. accom

· modated with soph!!s.
'Vay-Pa&sengers, who

are not oot for more
than half the night, are not entn!:ed to ile dou-a
in a birth.
. Aa the comfort Oi' all·· persons must be con·
� dererl,' cleanline ss;· neatness an·d o�d e r · a re
1
necessa ry ; it is therefore not permitted · tha�
any person · shall smoke in the ladies' cahio;,
{)f in the great cabin, under a penalty ,: first of
<i n e doltar and an h.114 &n-d - h;iff a;.do1lar fol:
each half heuT' tl\ey ·offend · llgai� thf�.rule.0 ;
the money to he ·spe.nt· ln -wine fo1· � thi:), i::c m- ·

p ;in y .

I ig11Fc J 8. 3 .

---- - -- - -

•• •

T H l� S l.' l'.: :\ �1 HO :\ T u e i r'l g t h o rou ; � 1 1 -

l y tl· p :t i rul l\ n rt a r t an :> e d fo r p : . s i. ( n g i.: r & , w i · L a
pri \.·atc D r� siti ng H omn f i r L..i.1 : i , · s , i t i !! i n t e n d
e e l t o l' l l n lH � r a)) .i l' A C K E T bd w c t n .N c. w - Y urk
"nd Albany for t h e r c m :i i n c lt: r CJ f L l i t ' e :t s o n . S h e
w i l l l e itv e N et w · Y o r k t .x ar t l y ;i. � 9 o ' c lock i n t h . :
m o rnin"' vf t l 1 e fi�lowi n g cla.' .'I , ;.1 1 1 cl :d w : 1 y s pr.c
for m l 1 cr r ' oy age in from J U to 3G h o m s .
F r i d a ;· t h t 2 d O c Lo b c r -'V t. J ; . e s J ;i ,· 7 t h do.

1 2th < ln. - F r i d ay 1 6t � �lo.
T h f' c l u ng e t o rac!i /w •u; r 11gr r a s fr)/!r; 'll' Y
.J J: 1 : 1:.. rs-t i m e 1 4 houri. .
T 1> N c w burg h

Mon<i:iy

:

T•l P ousl �t: ri >i1 ; 1". 4. c ! ( ) l b r s - t i m c 1 7 l 1 < ; 1 1 r r.
4 1 - 2 d ( i l l:H �- t i m e � O l 1 o t 1 r :; .
T o .Eirn:n1 11
5 do l L a rs-ti i n e J O h o t; r <; .
T o H 1Hisun
c l o l l . t rs- t i m ( · 36 h t t 1 1 rs .
7
T o A l bal l j'
F o r p :.; s !>:lg't> , apr,ly t C J M r . \V I L L I A �1 V A N D E 4 V 0 0 l<. T, N n . 48 C o u r l l ot : H l - � tn : e t , c u rn a
1 i f G rl..'. e1 1 wi c l i · i tree t.
to O c t . 1 6
S t: pt. 30

M•

I
1

C !) !-of �� U ':'l I C A

. c 0 ( . r. M A " ,

"f'1 0 N 5 .

_____,/

'----.__

:\ m o1 1 � t h ou s a n d s w h o v i � w c:<l t h e � cr ' l : t
r c r m i t a s:) e c '. 1 t n ;· c l ) t x r r e� s h i s � ra t i fi c • t 
t i on a t t h e � i � h t , t I i i .; n 1 o rn i 1 1 g , o f t I i e S t � a m
B ;;a t j l l'c1c c e u i : 1 �· n n l i e r t ri p t o A H> a �1 y i n a
w i n d a n u .., , , e l l < i f : i d e w h i c h ;i p p e :ne ri t o h i d
rk f an1ce t n e v r :- _1 · ;i. t t � m p t ' t o 1 1c rf•J r 1 n t 1 1 t'
\' < l y :. ��� · T h e: St�.' r: ! U1 . : 1 � : : p p l' ; t red t o g l i d e
'.l s f' a � i l y :rncl ra p 1 .. : ; :,· : 1 s t h r l l )� !1 i t w c r � c :d l l 1 ,
a n d t l t c 11 1 a r l i i 1 1 n r w :-. s r1 0 t i n t h e k :l -. t i 1 11 p e d r · l by t h � \1' : 1 i · c :: • 1 f t ! 1 r l I : ; ( l.., o n , t l l f' w l ·. e c· l s
m ov i n � \v i t h t l1 "'. i r t l " 'l rt l v € l ..-1 c 1 t ·1 .-:.1 n < l dL: c t .
The c ::-: pc r i rr. r r. t r- f � h i " c l . t v l ' !' rr'l f ' V t' S c v � 1· v
d ou�t h i th n t 1 1 ,.. 1 1 t o :· r 1 i 1 . ·� d c� f t l 1 � p ru c t i...: .t h i l i·
ty nf t h � �t e ;i m 8 0 '.1 : l ie i n :; ;"1 l 1 Jc t o \1· < 1 1 k j 1 1
rough w c a t h: l ' . \V : t h < · 1 1 t ly- i . 1 t; e w e r s :-.i 1 g- 1rn :e , w� �1 :1.r s :i fo l ..- ;-i <; s r rt t h a t t ! t c p r i i; c i 
p le s 0 f t l i 1� 1 m po r t � n t d 1 - r:.1 ,· t-: 1· v w i l l b C' :l p p l i 
t <l t o t h e 1 m µ 1 on� m c 1 i l o t p :1 ck et s a n <l p a s 
s � �· bo:1 t <; , w l 1 i d 1 fn ! · <:t:: rt:.d 1 1 ty . .. s � fc t y , e x p e- < 1 1 t 10 1 1 ;i.n n a_c c o rn rn '"'<b t i o n , w i ll fa r su r p : 1 '�
; l n V t h i n g- h i t h e rt o 1 � t e '. n p t l" r l .
l ' l 1 e i ! I V <" n 
t i o:i j , ! 1 i gl d v l i r;n rr -: :-t L l r. t o M r . F u l t r;ri , n nd
!'e fl C'C � i-n fi : 1 i tc c 1 � ·J i t 0 1 1 t l i t r,e 1 1 i u c; nf 0U r
N 1- w - \' o rt J C
c ut 1 1 1 l ry .

.\ott/'CL' . \ ·e , 1 ) '( )!/.. / l1 1 h lic l t hn rn. . \ lui1 1 f-; < 11 1cli

Storer, Figure 19. 3

One

of Tm:itl1ick's

models of tlze la te

I 790' s.

The 1:ertical cylinder is

mounted inside tlze boiler. The piston rod e is attached to the crossliead c which

is guided along a straight line by s!idi11g a long rods d. Connecting rods f ghx
direct dri1:e to the crank g.

a

F lg11n' � O. 5 .
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IJ,

N u m b e r of I m m i g r a n t s to t h e U n i te d S t a t e s ,
S i n g l e Y e a rs f r o m 1 8 2 0 to 1 962.
SO U R C E :

U . S . B u re a u of C e n s u s , H s :crica! S ta tis tics o f the United Sta tes,

W a s h i n g t o n , D . C . , 1 9 5 0 . T c : l e C 2 8 - 1 1 4 , Sta tistical A bstract o f
t h e Un ited Sta tes.·

1 963, T a '.:i : e 1 2 3 .

Pursell, j" ·lg /1 re 2 1 · 5
·

·

1860

'>-•

-•

-

• .. . : • 
...:� -._.
.: ---..

Von Tu11::e!ma1 111, Table !. 2 .

Prices
H o rs�

pov.-er

of certain Boulton & Watt rotative engines,
(iJ

1 79 5

(£)

(ii)

I

798, London

-- -- -----

+
6
8

IO

12

14

3 54

4 yo
5 62

634

16

774
850

18

920

20

2+

28

30
M)

.) -

36
40
45

50

(£)

elsewhere
(£)

- -- - -- - ---

-- �

4 79
529

45 8
505

567

54 2

7 36

7°3

(iv)
1 80 1

([,)

3 50
38 5

l\-70
520
56 0
Goo

810
1 05 3
I
I

1 34

I jO

7 74

7 10
820

I OOO

1 02 0

1 08 3

I 1 60

I l

18

1 88 8

1 2 00

1 26 1

1 526

2 1 54

2 3 22

·- ·----�---

Boo

-· ------- --··

3 38
366

988

161 7
1 755

1

( iii)
1 798,

383

1 20 1
1 334

c.

--- - --

Von [1111::.elmmm, Ta b!t: 2. 2 .

A nnual costs o f fyp ical steam-engines, creeled in

JHanchester 7 2

Year :

I 7 95
\\'att

Typ e :

ro t a t i v e

30 HP
(, �
['J

Size :

I 8o o
�ewcomen

pumping
I O HP

(£)

·- -

Capital costs
:\ f aterial costs :
Labour costs :

-- ·-

224·2

1 800

\Vatt

1 800

Watt

I 83 5
Watt

rotative

r o t a t i ve

r o t a t i ,·e

(f;)

(£)

(£)

IO HP

30 H P

30 H P

·-

2 ! 8·7

2 I I ·5

337 2

326 ·0

255 I

I 6o · o

1 02 · 0
I I 8·3

53 · 4

48·0

48·0

57·5

75 0

532 · 7
I 7·8

2 93· 0

2 68 · 3

6 I 3·4

6 I 2·5

29·3

26 8

I · 2 Gd.

I '.26r/.

850

-------- �-- -

Total cost>

Costs per H P
Costs p e r H P

I

09d.

per h o u r

- - ---�-

*

=

I · 8od.
r,

I · 7 3J. ) *

------- -----·

an:ra \'ed over 4500 h o u r s .

I 65d.

20·+

20·�

Fann & Brecki11, tab le· 3. 1 .

Overseas Enquiries and Orders for Bou/Jon and Watt Engines
(excluding West Indies) 1 775-1825

Country

W. Europe
France

Belgium

No.

Sub-total

Regional

No.

Sub-total

Regional

Enquiries

by Region

% of Total

Orders

by Region

% of Total

46

42%

6

51
2

Germany

40

N.etherlands
Denmark

46

1
;

11

12
21
6

150

47%

S. Europe

Spain
Portugal
Italy

12

21
8

1

18

2
47

15%

15

14%

11

10%

15%

14%

£. & Central Europt
Hungary

3

1

Austria

5

2

Russia

12

2

Sweden

8

2

Switzerland

8

4
36

N. A merica

11%

USA

28

7

Canada

16

8

44

14%

Non-Industrializing
Countries

Mexico
Brazil
Congo
India

5

I

10

6

1

1

27

15
43

Total

320

320

13%
1 00

Source: Tann and B reckin 'Diffusion of the Watt Engine·

23
1 10

1 10

21%

IOI

Ferrie, Table -I.

and 1 85 0
1 840- 1 85 0

Occupational Mobi l i ty Between Arrival
A l l Arrivals,

Occupation i n U . S .

Occupat i on in

N

U . S . S h i p L ists

H igh

Low

White

White

Collar

C o l lar

S k illed

or

1 860

Census (Pe rcen t)
S em i -

S ki l l e d

Farmer

U ns k i l led

I 850 Occupation
H i g h White C o l l a r

22

3 6. 4

0.0

1 8.2

9.1

9. 1

27.3

C o l l ar

78

7.7

30.8

20.5

9.0

7.7

24.4

306

2.0

4.9

46.7

9.8

7.8

28.8

23

1 .0

7.3

3 1 .7

30.9

9.8

19.5

352

11

7.1

20.2

8.5

1 9 .9

43.2

L o w White
S k i l l ed

Semi-Skilled

Fanner

5 67

1 .0

4.8

20.6

1 0. 8

7.2

55.7

1 448
,

2.1

6.9

26.9

l 1 .6

1 0. 7

4 1 .8

H i g h White C o l l a r

19

1 05

15 8

42 . l

0.0

21.1

1 0.5

L o w White C o l l a r

67

1 .5

17.9

20.9

1 3 .4

1 1 .9

34.3

237

2.5

7.6

37. 1

7.6

1 6 .9

2 8 .3

U ns k i l led
All

I 860 Occupation

S ki l led
Sem i-Skilled

1 10

1 .8

8.2

32.7

1 6 .4

2 1 .8

19 1

Fa nn er

363

2.5

1 1 .3

26.7

8.0

2 3 .4

28 1

Unskilled

819

1 .2

7 0

19. 1

1 2 .7

1 2 .8

47.3

24.7
1 6.5
1 1 .0
8.7
1 .9
1 615
37.3
,
S o u rc e . S am p l e o f 1 840- 1 8 5 0 E u ropean immi grants t o t h e U S . l i n ke d t o 1 8 5 0 and 1 8 60 federal census
All

m a nuscript sche d u l e s .

Note. " Farmer" in 1 8 5 0 a n d I 8 60 is an i n d i v idual repon ing t h e i r o c c u p a t i o n as farmer in t h e census and
r c poning a pos it i ve am ount of real estate w e a l t h .

Ferrie. Tobie 5.

and 1 850
1 840- 1 850

Occupational Mobility Between Arrival
By Origin, All Arrivals,

or

1 860

Number a t Risk ( N ) and
Percent Making Specified Move ( % )
Irish

British
%

N

%

23
23 1

2 1 .7
17. 1

16
92

37.5
52.2

54
147

22.2
20.4

1 87

63 .2

427

35. 1

234

58.6

17
1 29

23.5
1 5 .5

16
68

62 .5
5 1 .5

49
1 39

22.5
22.3

233

76.8

N
Between A rrival and 1 85 0
White Collar to Unskilled
S killed to Unskilled
Farmer or Unskilled to
White Collar, S killed, or Farmer
Between A rrival and 1 860
White Collar to Unskilled
S killed t o Unskilled
Farmer o r Unskilled t o
White Collar, S killed, o r Farmer

German

Source. Sample of European immigrants to the U S . ,
manuscript schedules.

635
1 840- 1 85 0,

4 1 .9
linked to

N

%

280

1 850

and

81.1
1 8 60

federal census

Note. " White Collar" includes high and low white collar workers; " S killed" includes skilled and semi
skilled workers; "Farmer" in

1 85 0

and

1 8 60

is an individual reporting their occupation as fanuer in the

census and reporting a positive amount of real estate wealth .

Fable 6.

I MM I G RA N T S

AD M I T T E D

TOTAL

AND

T O THE

S E L P. C T E D

UN I T E D
PORT S

A dm i s s

of

i on

of

Total

adm i t t ed
al l

New York ,
Bos ton
ton ,

et n d

cent

Per

To t a l

ENTRY

1 8 30- 185 9

1 8 5 0 - 1 85 9

1 84 0 - 1 8 4 9

1830-1839

Ports

STAT E S
OF

To t a l

Per
of

tot a l

cent

To t a l

of

total

cent

Per

to t a l

to

po r t s

572 , 716

100

1 , 47 9 , 47 8

1 00

2 , 90 8 , 5 0 0

100

N ew Y o r k

3 60 , 85 5

63

985 , 1 3 7

67

2 , 0 5 ') , 8 3 3

7]

27 , 667

5

l 2 t3 , 6 4 1

9

192 , 914

7

6

70, 762

5

lOU, 540

4

5 6 , 807

10

68 , 600

5

83 , 567

3

53 , 636

9

161 , 657

11

304 , 924

10

Ch a r l e s -

Ma s s a chu s e t t s

P h i l a d e l ph i a ,
P e n n s y l van i a

3 3 , 345

'

B Z1 l t i mo r e ,
M 2 r y l ci n d
N ew

Orleans ,
Lou i s i a n a

Sourc e :
VI I

Niles

C a rpen t e r ,

( W ci s h i n c; -::. o n :

U .

S .

" I mm i g r a n t s
G o ve r n me n t

and

The i r

P r in t ing

Ch i l d r e n , "

Of f ic e ,

1927 ) ,

Census
p.

29.

Mo n ogr aph

S e r ie s

l a h ie I.

N u ;vIB E R

or

A L IEN S

BY

B I RT H

IN

THE

D I F F E RE N T

R E G I ON S

1850

N o r th
N ew

S o u th
Yo rk

65 1 , 80 1

T ex a s

P e n n s y l van i a

2 94 , 8 7 1

S o u th

M a s s a ch u s e t t s

160 , 909

A l ab a m a

5 8 , 346

G eorg i a

5 , 907

M a ry l a n d

5 5 , 2 88

Tenne s s ee

'J , 7 4 0
4 , 943

i\i e w

J e r s ey

16 , 7 74
C a ro l i n a

8 , 662
7 , 633

Conn e c t i c u t

3 7 , 47 3

Mis s i s s ippi

V e r mo n t

3 2 , 831

Ma i n e

f lo r ida

3 1 , 45 6

2

N o r th

2 , 5 24

2 3 , 111

Arkans a s

Rh o d e
1-..: ew

I s l a nd

H ampsh i r e

\\7 a s h i n g t c n. ,
Total

-; 5 7

174

I

5 84

N o r th we s t

5 , 211
4 , 967

D . C .

t

1 , 628

To tal

1 3 , 5 11

D e l a\,' a r e

C a ro l ina

Oh i o

1 , 36 9 , 85 3

2 18 , 5 12

I l. l i n o i s
\'l i s c o n s

S o u th

110 , 593

in

106 , 69S

Lou i s i a n a

66 , 41 3

M i ch i g a n

54 , 85 2

K e n t u c ky

2 9 , 189

I nd i a n a

54 , 4 2 5

V i r g in i a

2 2 , 3 94

To t a l

Sou r c e :

un i ted

Uni ted S ta t es ,
P r in t in g

S tates
185 0 ,

Service ,

Census

B u r e au ,

P o ou l a t i o n

185 1

) ,

p.

1 13.

E i ch th C e n s u s

( W a sh i n g t o n :

s45 ,

or;

of

the

Governme n t

Storer, {Figure 1) .

. -111 eilrlj' drarring of Hero's Aeo!ipi!e. The steam jets rauu the
sphere to rota te-<111 example of a reaction t_)'pe of steam turbine.

Broyhill, (Figure 2 )

Rolt and Allen, (Figure 3 ) .
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A diagram showing the principal features of the

Newcomen engine in section. Steam is generated at
armospheric pressure in the boiler and fills the cylinder
during the upward stroke of the piston. The steam
valve is then closed and the steam is condensed by a jet
of cold water causing a vacuum under the piston. The
armospheric pressure acting on the top of the piston
forces it down, hence the description 'armospheric'
engine, and this constitutes the working stroke. The
piston is raised again by the overbalancing weight of the
pump rods.

Hills.

{Figure 4 ).
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rrecied by { later. n:
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B arney's engra v i ng of Tho m as �ewcomen's first engine built near

D u dlev C a s tle, Sraffordshire, i n 1 � 1 2 . ' S cience �luse u m . �

Broy·h t· 11 (Figure
·
5)
,

P i s ton

Wa t e r T ank

Broyhill, (Figure 6).

"Sun and P l ane t " gears

i

Wa t e r J a c k e t

i

Condensor

The above picture shows a double acting Watt steam engine of 1 790.

Note t h e separate

boiler, the sun and planet gears, the parallel m otion of the balance beam, and the gove rn or.

j

The steam cyl i n d er is acketed by hot water from the boiler and the con denser is constantly
cooled by ru n ning cold water.

For all practical purposes, the steam engine was complete.

Broyhill, (Figure 7).

In 1 7 12, Thomas Newcom e n h ad d esig n e d a n ew boiler for h i s steam p u m p m a d e i n t h e
shape o f an e normous spherical pressu re cooker.
elongated his boiler and flattened the e n d s.

B y t h e e n d o f t h e 1 8 th centu ry, Watt

The resu l t was called the "wagon boiler",

because of its shape, and also the "Watt boiler."
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Storer. figure 8) ,
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One o/ Trn·it!tick's modds of the la te 179o's. The -..:ertical cylinder is
11101111ted inside t!te b1Jili:r. The piston rod e is u f tMhed to the crosshead c which
i1/011'!.
line bJv s/idi11'!.
rods d. Comrectilw
is ...rruided
a lo ng a stril irrht
rods f urrh:t ii
....
...:;,
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direct drh:e to the crank g.

Storer, (Figure 9).
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model �( Step!ie11so11's famous Rocket of 1829.

F w . 80.-Tlto Ch�rmo11t, lSOT.

Euli{iuo of the Clermo11L, 1808.

